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It does work

Paul Demarty writes, of capitalism,
“Yet the problem with their system
is ultimately that it does not work,
that its contradictions are primarily
internal” (‘Back from the cliff edge’,
December 14).
This is fundamentally wrong.
Capitalism, as a system, clearly does
work. If it didn’t work, then it would
not have been able to thrive and
grow within feudalism, and thereby
supplant feudalism, by proving itself
a superior system, and a higher stage
of human social development; and
even had it managed to achieve that,
somehow, it would, in any case have
collapsed long ago. Yet, that is far
from being the case, and indeed,
as Marx and Engels put it in the
Communist Manifesto:
“The bourgeoisie, during its rule
of scarce one hundred years, has
created more massive and more
colossal productive forces than
have all preceding generations
together. Subjection of nature’s
f o r c e s t o m a n , m a c h i n e r y,
application of chemistry to industry
and agriculture, steam-navigation,
railways, electric telegraphs,
clearing of whole continents for
cultivation, canalisation of rivers,
whole populations conjured out of
the ground - what earlier century
had even a presentiment that such
productive forces slumbered in the
lap of social labour?”
Capitalism clearly not only
works, but works far better than
any previous mode of production in
human history, and far from being
in danger of collapse, it has gone
from strength to strength in terms
of the continual revolutionising
of the means of production, the
accumulation of capital, and the
extension of the remit of exchangevalue to ever wider geographical
markets, and to ever more extensive
ranges of commodities, as part
of what Marx describes in The
Grundrisse as “the civilising mission
of capital”.
Indeed, as Marx alludes to in the
later chapters of Capital volume
3, and as Engels describes more
fully in later writings, such as AntiDühring and Critique of the Erfurt
programme, the natural process
of capital accumulation and of the
concentration and centralisation of
capital leads to the fetters on the
private monopoly of capital that
characterised its earlier development
- ie, the private ownership of
means of production by individual
capitalists and their families - being
“burst asunder”, as this private
capital is displaced by large-scale
socialised capital under the control
of professional managers, paid
wages as with any other worker.
And, as Engels describes,
the tendency of this large-scale
socialised capital is to do away with
the planlessness that was a major
factor in promoting the crises of
overproduction that characterised
that private capital. The tendency
of this large-scale socialised capital,
and of the social-democratic state
that arises as its political reflection,
is to continually increase regulation
and planning so as to facilitate
long-term investment and capital
accumulation.
But, even in respect of capitalism
as a system overall, the existence of
crises is not at all an indication that
the system “does not work”. Crises
are a fundamental aspect of the way
the system does work. They are so
because, as Marx says, these periodic
crises are the short-term, temporary,

violent means by which the system
reconciles the contradictions that
build up within it. And, indeed,
those contradictions are themselves
a reflection of the way that the
system is working at peak intensity.
At periods when capital is being
rapidly accumulated, the kind of
situation that Adam Smith described,
whereby the supply of labour can be
relatively used up, pushing wages
higher and the rate of surplus value
down, causes a squeeze on profits.
The same expansion, and the
rise in wages, leads to higher
levels of consumption (and not
underconsumption, which others
see as the basis of crises) but
which then leads to increasing
difficulty in realising produced
surplus value, as, at these higher
levels of consumption, the marginal
propensity to consume declines,
at least for a whole series of
established consumer goods. Marx
describes this in chapter 15 of
Capital volume 3, and in Theories
of surplus value. As Marx says, if
the value of knives falls so that
six knives now have the value that
previously only one had, that is
no reason why I will then buy six
knives. At the same time that profits
are being squeezed because the
rate of surplus value is falling due
to higher wages, so firms have to
reduce market prices by ever larger
amounts to sell the vastly increased
quantity of commodities they have
produced, so that the chance that
these commodities can only be sold
at prices that do not cover the cost
of reproducing the capital consumed
in their production increases.
The crisis arises because
capitalism has both accumulated
capital at a rapid rate and because
this capital has expanded the
production of use values at an
ever more rapid rate. It has overaccumulated capital. The crisis that
arises is merely a temporary crisis
that resolves this contradiction. As
Marx says, criticising Smith, who
explained the tendency for the rate
of profit to fall in terms of this more
rapid accumulation of capital than
labour, there are no permanent crises.
And, indeed, it is important to
distinguish between one of these
crises of overproduction, and a
period of stagnation. A period of
stagnation, such as that which
existed in the 1930s, or in the late
1980s and early 1990s, is a crisis
for workers who find difficulty in
obtaining employment, and certainly
obtaining decently paid employment,
but it does not at all represent a crisis
for capitalism. Far from it. During
such periods, when the problem
of tight labour markets has been
overcome due to the introduction
of new labour-saving technologies,
capital is able to make hay. As these
low wages result in a rise in the rate
of surplus value, they bring about a
reduction in the costs of materials
and a sizeable moral depreciation
of the existing fixed capital stock,
which creates the conditions for a
significant rise in the annual rate
of profit, and puts in place the
conditions for the next period of
upswing.
The argument for socialism is not
that capitalism does not work, but
that it has now done the necessary
work in developing the forces of
production required for socialism,
and that socialism, by building
upon that work, by developing on
a more rational and systemic basis
the planning and regulation of the
economy that capitalism itself is
led to introduce, can now develop
those productive forces even more
effectively.
Arthur Bough
email

Bite bullet

Even if only in terms of their
parliamentary-focused ambitions,
it’s perfectly clear to me that Corbyn’s
Labour Party has missed a trick by not
adopting a policy of outright reversal
of the Brexit referendum result. By
not running a full-scale campaign
to remain wholesale and unaffected
within the European Union.
Having seen the über-hypocritical
chicanery and outright lies of the
case for leaving the EU progressively
laid bare, there’s a strong sniff
in the air that many of the UK
electorate who originally voted to
leave are now changing their mind.
Put that together with the fact that
most youngsters never went along
with these things in the first place,
nowadays there is probably no
overall majority support for ‘taking
back’ control of our borders or
regaining our so-called sovereignty
- or any of the rest of that Little
England/xenophobic garbage, that
primitivist crap!
Given these circumstances,
surely Weekly Worker/CPGB also
should evolve their position and
likewise proactively call for the UK
to remain in the European Union.
As I suggested in a previous letter
(July 20), although our continued
EU membership will not provide a
perfect scenario with any absolute
advantages, at least it will constitute
that small step along the way to a
future of genuine internationalism.
Certainly, that is the case insofar
as it will allow continued free
movement of working citizenry most specifically those of whatever
skills level or educational status.
In the meantime, the EU will be
providing all communists with
the “immediately useful ‘stepping
stone’ of their semi-progressive
egalitarianism; something which can
be utilised as an equivalently helpful
‘leapfrog’ quasi-democracy”, is how
I expressed things back then.
Laughably zig-zagging
developments as well as the normal
passing of time have only reinforced
that perspective of mine. So, let’s
now bite the bullet of accepting
a revitalisation of our ideas and a
revamp of our previous policies,
and ‘let’s effing go for it’ would be
my message to all UK communists.
Bloody hell, comrades - surely,
it’s better than going round and round
in ever decreasing circles whilst
trying to combat those ‘rulebookwaving’ obsessive-compulsives on
the rightwing of Labour’s NEC. Of
course, those being folk who are
equally obedient to Zionism and the
state of Israel, possibly as well to
MI5? In fact, obedient to the point
of goddamn supplicant, it could well
be said.
Bruno Kretzschmar
Email

Marginal

It is sad that Gerry Downing (‘Zionist
Jewry’ December 14) is now parroting
what Bebel termed the “socialism of
fools”, Gerry isn’t a fool though he
gives every appearance of being one.
No Gerry, we are not interested
in destroying Socialist Fight - all
five members. We really have better
things to do!
It is irrelevant that the Jerusalem
Post said that 51 out of the 100 most
influential people in the world were
Jewish or that 48 out of the richest
top 100 in the United States are
Jewish. Leaving aside how you
determine who is most powerful and
how the latter is calculated, so what?
Even if, for the sake of argument,
we accept these figures, what do
they mean? Are rich Jewish people
acting in concert to effect changes in
policy towards Israel? If so then this

is a Jewish conspiracy and it begs a
number of questions, such as why
their non-Jewish counterparts stand
for it. Gerry decries comparisons
with the Protocols of the Elders
of Zion, which Norman Cohn
rightly described as a “warrant for
genocide”, but his arguments lead in
that direction.
Of course Gerry recoils at the
implications of what he is saying.
The only effect of Jewish ethnic
lobbying by the ultra-rich is at
the margins, on questions such
as Iran and Jerusalem. It must
have an effect, he says, and to
refuse to acknowledge his thesis is
a “capitulation” to “anti-Semitic”
Zionist propaganda. Truly this is
garbage.
US policy on Iran is not marginal.
It is, or should be, obvious that there
is a serious difference in the US
ruling class, even within Trump’s
administration. The fact that Zionists
are to be found mostly in the antiIran section is no surprise but this
has nothing with them being Jewish.
Indeed the majority of US Jews have
consistently supported Obama’s
agreement with Iran.
The United States ruling class,
almost in its entirety, supports the
Israeli state. Where is the cleavage
between its Jewish and non-Jewish
counterparts in the bourgeoisie? It
is the Dick Cheneys, the George
Bushes and the Donald Trumps who
are the most fervent supporters of
Israel. It is the Christian Baptists
and fundamentalists, if anyone, who
constitute the most potent Zionist
lobby in the United States. Indeed
the more anti-Jewish the politics,
the more pro-Israel it is. It is not for
nothing that Richard Spencer, the
neo-Nazi founder of the alt-Right,
declares himself to be a White
Zionist.
It may have escaped Gerry’s
attention but the Jewish population
of the United States is becoming
increasingly disenchanted with
the Israeli state, not least because
Reform Judaism is treated with
contempt in Israel. We should
welcome groups such as Jewish
Voices for Peace and IfNotNow,
not bleat about the Jewish nature of
support for Israel in the bourgeoisie.
The tragedy is that Gerry has
swallowed, hook, line and sinker,
the nonsense of Ian Donovan, who
is a supporter of Gilad Atzmon.
Atzmon not only questions whether
Auschwitz is a death camp but
describes Israel Shamir, a man
who argues that Auschwitz was an
internment camp, as a ‘unique and
advanced thinker’. The same Gilad
Atzmon who argues that it is Jewish
behaviour over the centuries, now
evidenced in how Israel behaves,
that caused the same Holocaust that
he sometimes denies. Donovan’s
defence of Atzmon is on a par
with his crackpot theories that the
Israeli Right of Return provides
a materialist basis for the Jewish
billionaires of the United States to
support Israel.
Yes of course Zionism is the
dominant ideology amongst Jews
today but it isn’t as dominant as
Gerry believes. 59% of British Jews
declare themselves to be Zionist and
31% do not. We should welcome that
instead of engaging in conspiracy
theories. It is noticeable that, like
Atzmon, Donovan attacks Jewish
anti-Zionists for daring to organise.
In his rambling letter Gerry
condemns the Alliance for Workers’
Liberty, which argues that attacks on
Zionism are no different from attacks
on Jews. I agree, this is a product of
their pro-imperialist politics. So why
do their work for them and confirm
that anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism
are the same thing? It is baffling,

but this is one reason why socialists
should keep their distance from
Socialist Fight.
Tony Greenstein
Brighton

Role of Jews

Having once been a member of the
tiny ‘Trotskyite’ US group COFI
(and later expelled - fortunately, in
view of their later stands on Ukraine
and Syria), I then had the pleasure
to work together with many Jewish
communists from the USA, among
them the LRP/COFI’s founder and
leader, the late Sy Landy.
I’m not going to argue with all
the points made both in the recent
article of Tony Greenstein (‘AntiSemites not welcome’, December
14) nor of the letter from Gerry
Downing (December 14). But, let
me point to some positions taken
by comrade Landy on the matter. If
I remember well, he said that what
constitutes ‘Jews’ in the modern
world as a sort of ethnicity is neither
race nor language nor culture nor
religion (and, of course, neither
common ideology or psyche) but
the experience of being oppressed,
and even murdered, because they
were regarded as being Jews by nonJews, in short a common historical
experience.
And as for the role of Jews in
the USA, he said that the role of
the Zionist part of them (a political
position taken at least by the
majority of the Jewish members of
the big bourgeoisie of the country)
was so important because it served
US geopolitical and economic
interests in the Middle East. He
was sure that widespread antiSemitism would raise its head as
soon as US imperialism found
Israel to be objectively opposed
to those interests. In other words:
US imperialism instrumentalises
Zionism and not the other way
around.
To me, as a German but not having
lived in the USA, it seems that the
role of Jews in American popular
culture (Hollywood, composers such
as Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, George
Gershwin, etc) also has played its
part in bringing Jews and the liberal
parts of US society emotionally closer
together, not least during the times of
the civil rights movement. And, of
course, an organisation supporting
Gilad Atzmon (whom I regard highly
as jazz musician) and therefore of
necessity anti-Semitic, ought not be
a member of any truly anti-Zionist
political formation.
A Holberg
Email

Win the battle

I completely endorse Simon Wells’
suggestion (Letters, December 14)
that the left, including the Socialist
Workers Party and the Socialist
Party, should be encouraged to join
Labour to strengthen the left inside
Labour, but also to win the battle
outside Labour.
However, the question is not
simply one of strengthening the
left inside and outside Labour by
promoting the policy of the united
front of the left. The most important
question facing the left is not only
the united front. Related to this latter
question is that of overcoming the
contradiction between Marxism
and democratic socialism and the
development of a form of socialism
which rejects the dictatorship
advocated by people like Marx
and Lenin. Marxism is the antidemocratic form of socialism which
prevents the left from developing a
form of socialism compatible with
modern society.
Tony Clark
Labour supporter

BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX l 07704 903382 l www.weeklyworker.co.uk l editor@weeklyworker.co.uk
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Calling all witches
T

he Labour Against the Witchhunt
(LAW) steering committee
needs your help at our January
6 organising meeting to ensure our
motion is carried this time to exclude
anti-Semitic views, including the
Socialist Fight group, from LAW
and to get the campaign under way in
January. We shall be holding pickets
of the January 23 meeting of Labour’s
National Executive Committee - the
body whose supposed “instructions”
give carte blanche to McNicol’s
witchhunters - as well as the disciplinary hearings of Tony Greenstein
(no earlier than January 8, because of
Tony’s successful injunction), Marc
Wadsworth (Wednesday January 24),
Jackie Walker and others. Ken Loach
will be among the speakers at our
January 29 London public meeting
and Jackie will speak in Birmingham
on January 30.
Exclusion is not the only way to
deal with dissidents, even with racist
views, whether in a political campaign
like Labour Against the Witchhunt
(LAW), or within the Labour Party.
Education, discussion, should normally
be our preferred option. However,
any political group must define its
political limits, what it does and does
not stand for. Socialist Fight, because
of the anti-Semitic theories it espouses,
is incompatible with our campaign.
LAW is an anti-racist campaign. It
is not only against false accusations
of anti-Semitism, but against real
anti-Semitism too.
Nevertheless, exclusion from the
party is a different matter. The Labour
Party too is entitled to define its
political boundaries. But it should not
be rightwing, Blairite officials doing
that by suspending and expelling
comrades. Those who we want to see
the back of are the pro-imperialist, proausterity warmongers and anti-Corbyn
plotters.
Stan Keable
LAW Secretary

December 24 and 31: No meeting.
Sunday January 7, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB Provisional
Central Committee, followed by open discussion and reading group: study
of August Nimtz’s Lenin’s electoral strategy from Marx and Engels through
the revolution of 1905. This meeting: chapter 3, ‘The “dress rehearsal” and
the first duma’ (continued).
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk; and Labour Party Marxists: www.
labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

Labour Against the Witchhunt

Tuesday January 23, from 11am: Picket of Labour’s NEC meeting (12-4),
Southside, 105 Victoria Street, London SW1.
Monday January 29, 6.30pm: Public meeting with Ken Loach, Moshé
Machover, Tony Greenstein et al, Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion Square,
London WC1.
Tuesday January 30, 7pm: Public meeting with Jackie Walker, Marc
Wadsworth et al. The Council House, Victoria Square, Birmingham B1 1BB.
Organised by LAW: www.labouragainstthewitchhunt.org.

War, racism and Islamophobia

Thursday January 11, 7pm: Public meeting, Dallow Learning Community
Centre, 234 Dallow Road, Luton LU1. With Lindsey German and Moazzem
Begg.
Organised by Luton Stop the War Coalition:
http://stopwar.org.uk/index.php/events/local-stop-the-war-events/
2801-11-jan-luton-war-racism-islamophobia.

Turkey under the state of emergency

Saturday January 20, 10am to 4pm: Conference. NUT, Hamilton House,
Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD.
Register here: www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/turkey-under-the-state-of-emergencycampaining-to-win-change-tickets-41226776398?ref=eios&aff=eios
Organised by Solidarity with the People of Turkey: http://spotturkey.co.uk/.

Living under threat of nuclear war

Wednesday January 24, 7.30pm: Public meeting about North Korean tensions.
Jesus Lane Friends Meeting House, 12 Jesus Lane, Cambridge, CB5 8BA.
With Dr Tim Coles who will talk about his book: Fire and fury: How the
US isolates North Korea, encircles China and risks nuclear war in Asia.
Event page: www.stopwar.org.uk/index.php/events/local-stop-the-warevents/2829-24-jan-cambridge-north-korea-living-under-threat-of-nuclear-war
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

Air pollution - a union issue

Friday January 26, 1pm to 4pm: Meeting for trade unionists. PCS Offices,
3rd Floor, Merrion Centre, LS2 8LY Leeds. Registration is required.
For further information contact Janet Newsham, 0161 6367558, janet@
gmhazards.org.uk.
Organised by the TUC:www.tuc.org.uk/events/
air-pollution-%E2%80%93-trade-union-issue.

Discrimination and the law

Steering
Committee
motion:
Labour Against the Witchhunt (LAW)
is a Labour Party campaign. We urge all
those who oppose Labour’s witchhunt
against Corbyn supporters and critics
of Israel/Zionism to stay in the Party
and fight.
LAW reaffirms its three key
demands:
1. That the Labour Party ends the
practice of automatic, instant, expulsion
or suspension of Labour Party members
without a hearing, with no right of appeal.
2. That the Labour Party rejects the
International Holocaust Memorial Alliance
(IHMA) definition of anti-Semitism,
which conflates anti-Semitism with
anti-Zionism and support for the rights
of the Palestinian people.
3. That the Labour Party immediately
abolishes its ‘compliance unit’.
Disciplinary decisions should be taken
by elected bodies, not paid officials.
As shown by the September 2017
Labour Party conference, the formation
of Free Speech on Israel and Jewish
Voice for Labour, and by the surge of
support which quickly achieved the
reinstatement of Moshé Machover,
we believe our campaign is capable of
stopping the witchhunt.
LAW campaigns for the immediate
lifting of all suspensions and expulsions
from Labour Party membership which
were
l connected with the rightwing witchhunt
of Corbyn supporters;
l carried out “automatically”, without
a hearing, without the right of appeal;
l connected to the 'anti-Semitism'
smear campaign.
LAW rejects the view, promoted by

London Communist Forum

Friday January 26, 8.45am to 4pm: Conference, Congress House, Great
Russell Street, London WC1. For trade unions, law centres, etc.
Organised by TUC:
www.tuc.org.uk/events/tuceor-discrimination-law-conference-2018.

Palestine solidarity

Saturday January 27, 9.30am to 5pm: Palestine Solidarity Campaign
AGM, London Irish Centre, 50-52 Camden Square, London NW1. Please
register by January 20.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.palestinecampaign.org/events/psc-annual-general-meeting-2018.

Showtime from the front line

Tuesday January 30, 6.45pm: Political comedy with Mark Thomas, the
Old Market, 11a Upper Market Street, Hove BN3.
Organised by the Old Market:
http://theoldmarket.com/shows/mark-thomas-showtime-frontline.

To effectively fight the witch hunt we need to be anti-imperialist
and anti-rascist
the Zionist movement and the Jewish
Labour Movement, that anti-Zionism
equals anti-Semitism. Those, such as
the Alliance for Workers Liberty, who
conflate anti-Semitism with anti-Zionism
and criticism of Israel are not eligible
for membership. Those who regard
Moshé Machover, Tony Greenstein,
Jackie Walker or Ken Livingstone as
anti-Semitic or who regret the reinstatement
of Moshé Machover and/or support the
expulsion of Ken Livingstone, are not
welcome in LAW.
However, our support will be
weakened if we allow the campaign to
be associated with those who promote
views which are anti-Semitic. LAW
condemns anti-Semitism and all forms
of racism. Those groups or individuals,
such as Socialist Fight, who promote
a form of anti-Semitism, for example
the view that imperialist support
for Israel has any connection to the

“overrepresentation” of Jews in the
ruling class; or that Jews are “an
oppressor people”; or that Jewish
campaigns in support of the Palestinians
such as Jews Against Zionism, Jews for
Boycotting Israeli Goods or Jewish
Voice for Labour are racist because they
operate on the basis of a supposedly
“Jewish moral superiority”, are not
welcome in LAW l

Labour Against
the Witchhunt
Organising meeting

Saturday January 6,
12 noon to 3pm
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays
Inn Road, London WC1.

Trade unions, class and power

Tuesday January 30, 7pm: Political lecture and discussion, Marx Memorial
Library, 37A Clerkenwell Green, London EC1. Part of a series of four
classes delivered by Mary Davis. £20 waged; £12 unwaged.
Organised by Marx Memorial Library: www.marx-memorial-library.org.

Starting a co-op

Thursday, February 8, 1pm to 5pm: Information and education event,
Cooperatives UK, Holyoake House, Hanover Street, Manchester M1.
Free entry.
Organised by Cooperatives UK:
www.uk.coop/uniting-co-ops/events-calendar/
is-a-co-op-right-for-you-manchester-08-02-18.

Britain’s housing crisis

Wednesday February 14, 7pm: Discussion, Marx Memorial Library,
37A Clerkenwell Green, London EC1. First in a three-part course. Waged:
£15; unwaged: £9.
Organised by Marx Memorial Library: www.marx-memorial-library.org.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will. If
you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Labour tails Tory rebels
Calling the modern powers to revise statutes by regulations ‘Henry VIII clauses’ gives the whole Brexit
exercise a spurious air of English antiquity, argues Mike Macnair

L

ast week, on December 13, the
government suffered its first
outright parliamentary defeat
on the European Union (Withdrawal)
Bill or ‘Brexit bill’, when Labour and
other opposition parties backed an
amendment proposed by former Tory
attorney-general Dominic Grieve and
other Tory ‘remainers’. Among Labour
MPs, Frank Field and Kate Hoey voted
with the government; other Labour
‘Brexiteers’ voted with their party to
support the amendment.
The Brexiteer press duly denounced
the 11 Tory MPs who voted for the
amendment as ‘traitors’, ‘mutineers,’
guilty of ‘blackmail’ and so on, and
Nadine Dorries called on Twitter for
them to be de-selected: funny how
de-selection is only an anti-democratic
outrage when there is a threat of it
happening to Labour rightists. These
threats reached the point that they
had to be included in home secretary
Amber Rudd’s December 18 statement
on harassment in public life, which
was originally intended to target the
Corbynistas, and the speaker John
Bercow immediately followed Rudd’s
statement with one focussing on the
defence of the Tory ‘rebels’.1
Jeremy Corbyn said the defeat was
“a humiliating loss of authority” for
Theresa May.2 This is the small change of
parliamentary rhetoric under a minority
government. In reality, the defeat
was bad publicity and inconvenient
to the government’s plans for ‘time
management’ in connection with Brexit.
It ran slightly against the civil servants’,
lobbyists’ and major political donors’
preferences for legislating through
regulations to reduce public scrutiny. But
a mass of Labour and other opposition

amendments were defeated. The vote
thus showed that Labour could be drawn
in behind a Tory, if ‘remainer’, agenda,
and cannot force the Tory ‘remainers’ to
back any sort of Labour agenda.
Hence, more interesting are the
underlying constitutional issues
exposed by the vote - and, secondarily,
the question why Labour winds up
tailending Dominic Grieve, not setting
the political agenda.

Henry VIII clauses

The essence of Grieve’s successful
amendment was to prevent the government
bringing a final ‘Brexit deal’ into force
without a full parliamentary vote.
The background to this is the
architecture of the ‘Brexit bill’. This
is, in substance, designed to carry
EU law across to English law
en bloc, replacing the provision
for the effectiveness of EU law
under section 2 of the European
Communities Act 1972, which is to be
repealed. Left at this, the bill would
leave the law as it stands apart from
the competence of EU authorities
to make new law for the UK.
Parliament could then change
whatever it thinks needs to be
changed by passing new statutes.
The bill does not, however,
leave it there. It goes on to make
provision for both the ‘divorce
agreement’ and any ‘transition deal’
and new UK-EU trade deal to be
implemented by “statutory instruments”
- regulations made by ministers
- which are technically
approved, or at least notdisapproved, by parliament,
but in practice go through
on the nod towards the end of the

Predictably Brexit is
proving to be thoroughly
opaque ...
And the
bulldog Brexiteers and
Lexiteers claimed that
Brexit would increase
democracy

parliamentary day (ie, in the middle of
the night to ordinary mortals). Moreover,
the bill provides very extensive powers
for further amendments to inherited EU
laws to be made in the same way.
Such powers are conventionally
called “Henry VIII clauses” after the
Statute of Proclamations 1539 (repealed
1547) which authorised the king to make
rules by proclamation, enforceable by
fine or imprisonment, but not by capital
or corporal punishment or forfeiture
of property. Proclamations, unlike
modern “Henry VIII clauses”, could
not alter existing statute law.3 Calling
the modern powers to revise statutes by
regulations “Henry VIII clauses” thus
gives them a spurious air of English
antiquity even as it mildly damns
them. (Similarly, calling the Labour
Party’s ‘compliance unit’ secret delation
procedures, modelled on the holy
inquisition’s heresy procedures and the
KGB, “star chamber” proceedings gives
them a spurious air of English antiquity
and damns them more mildly than is
appropriate.)
There are broadly two justifications
offered by the government for the very
extensive “Henry VIII clauses” in the
Brexit bill. The first is that there is an
enormous mass of EU law which will
need purely technical amendment
(eg, to replace references to EU
regulatory bodies with the new
English equivalents which will
have to be set up). The second is
that all this will have to be done in
a very short period of time between
an agreement being reached (in the
EU, agreements are always reached
at the absolute last possible moment
or afterwards) and the implementation
date. There will therefore be insufficient

time for parliamentary legislation.4
The excessive quantity of laws
argument is unsound, because most
of such technical amendments could
perfectly well be made by general
clauses requiring the courts to read the
existing laws differently.
The shortage of time argument is
similarly not exactly honest. Assuming
that the government succeeds in its
ostensible aim of reaching a deal for
a two-year transition period, at the
beginning of this transition period all EU
law will apply as it does at present; and,
again, a short act could simply tell the
courts to proceed for the duration of the
transition as if EU law was in force. The
point of the transition period is precisely
to allow time for ... a transition.
The reality is rather different, though it
cannot openly be said by government. (It
has been said by some non-governmental
Brexiteers.) This is that the government
wants, in negotiations, to hold over the
EU negotiators’ heads the threat of a
walk-out of the negotiations and a no-deal
Brexit implemented in a way which
would cause maximum disruption to
the economic interests of other member
states. Such a no-deal walk-out would
require the ability of government to make
radical changes to the law very quickly.
The real government ‘beef’ about
Grieve’s amendment is precisely
this: that it reduces the government’s
negotiating flexibility, because it would
be problematic to actually get parliament
to pass a violently disruptive no-deal
Brexit.
What is striking about these
arguments is their flat contradiction of
the Brexiteers’ and Lexiteers’ claims
that Brexit would increase democracy:
thus, the idea of the 2009 electoral front
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After king Jesus
Romans triumphantly parade the menhora after sacking Jerusalem

It was Paul who founded Christianity, a religion that in many ways upholds doctrines which are the exact
opposite of the real teachings of Jesus. Jack Conrad sifts through the evidence

T

he Romans’ execution of Jesus surely came
as a stunning shock. His followers must have
been mortified. Nevertheless the Jesus party
survives the death of its founder-leader. Indeed it
grows rapidly. The Acts report a big increase from
120 cadre to several thousand in the immediate
aftermath of his crucifixion. The recruits were, of
course, fellow Jews - including perhaps essenes,
baptists and guerrilla fighters. People undoubtedly
inspired by Jesus’s attempted apocalyptic coup and
the subsequent story that his body had disappeared
and had, like Elijah, risen to heaven (the Romans
blamed his disciples, saying they had secretly
removed the corpse from its tomb - a slightly more
likely scenario). All fervently expected imminent
deliverance through the return of Jesus: “the time
is fulfilled and the kingdom of god is at hand”.1
That remains official Christian doctrine, though
for most the second coming, the parousia, is no
longer imminent. Incidentally, the Shia tradition
of Islam has something similar. It still awaits the
return of Abul-Qassem Mohammed, the 12th
imam, the mahdi, who ‘disappeared’ in 941.
Anyway, the social atmosphere in 1st century
Judea was feverish. People must also have been
desperate - after all, they were banking on a dead
leader and the armed intervention of Yahweh’s
legions of angels.
The party, commonly called the nazarenes or
nazoreans, was now led by James - the brother of
Jesus. This is hardly surprising. The followers of
Jesus presented him as king of the Jews. He was,
they claimed, genealogically of David’s line.
The election of James, the brother of Jesus, by
the nazoreans was therefore perfectly natural in
terms of continuity and inheritance. The nazorean
tradition being closely followed by the Sunni
Muslims till March 1924, when Ottoman caliphate
was abolished by Kemal Atatürk (the caliphs liked
to see themselves as related to the prophet himself).
Surely it is a sound argument that to know James
is to know Jesus. Who would be more like Jesus in
terms of beliefs, expectations and practices? His
closest living relative, who is chosen by Jesus’s
cadres as his successor? Or Paul, who never saw
Jesus alive, only in visions? Who defended and
continued Jesus’s programme? Was it James and
other intimates in Palestine? Or was it Paul, a
Roman citizen, who, as Saul or Saulus, admits he
was a persecutor of Jesus’s followers? Suffice to
say, all Christian churches maintain that it was the
latter. Paul with his convenient dreams and reliance
on the doctrine of faith was apparently more in
touch with the authentic Jesus, the so-called christ
in heaven, than James and the family of Jesus.
To establish this reversal of common sense, and

reality, the gospels go to great lengths to denigrate
the family of Jesus, his brothers and disciples.
They are constantly belittled, portrayed as stupid
and lacking in faith. “I have no family,” says the
Jesus of the gospels. The disciples are repeatedly
rebuked for failing to understand that Jesus and
his kingdom are “not of this world”. Weak-minded
and weak-willed. Peter famously denies Jesus
three times before the cock crows due to moral
irresolution. Etc, etc.
Although James is elected head of the Jerusalem
community and was also supposedly of the Davidic
family line, he is almost entirely absent from the
Christian tradition. He has been reduced or cut out
altogether, so embarrassing is he. Nor does James
appear in the Koran - though Muslim dietary laws
are based on his directives set out for the overseas
communities, as recorded in the Acts.2 Arabs were
being drawn to monotheism before Mohammed
- and the ideological influence of the Jews (and
perhaps the nazoreans) is unmistakable in Islam.
The gospels, as they come down to us, have
obviously been overwritten to remove or downgrade
Jesus’s family, not least his brother and successor.
James peers out as a shadowy figure as if through
frosted glass. Sometimes he is disguised as James
the Lesser, in other places as James, the brother of
John, or James, the son of Zebedee. Such characters
make a fleeting and insubstantial appearance in the
gospels. However, James does suddenly pop up
in the 12th book of the Acts as the main source of
authority in Jerusalem. Evidently his other obscure
titles are due to redaction. Paul’s letters openly
acknowledge the true relationship between James
and Jesus. James is straightforwardly called “the
brother of the lord”.
Not surprisingly church fathers faced acute
problems. The more ethereal Jesus is made, the
more James sticks out like a sore thumb. Surviving
nazorean, ebionite and other ‘Jamesian’ sects had
to be branded heretics. Origen (185-254) therefore
roundly attacked those of his contemporaries who
on the basis of reading Josephus unproblematically
credited James with being biologically related to
Jesus and linked the fall of Jerusalem in 70 with
the death of James rather than Jesus. In Contra
Celsus Origen quotes from what we now know
are forged passages inserted into in Josephus’s
Jewish antiquities:
Now this writer, although not believing in
Jesus as the Christ, in seeking after the cause
of the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of
the temple, whereas he ought to have said that
the conspiracy against Jesus was the cause of
these calamities befalling the people, since

they put to death Christ, who was a prophet,
says nevertheless - being, although against his
will, not far from the truth - that these disasters
happened to the Jews as a punishment for the
death of James the Just, who was a brother
of Jesus (called Christ) - the Jews having put
him to death, although he was a man most
distinguished for his justice. Paul, a genuine
disciple of Jesus, says that he regarded this James
as a brother of the lord, not so much on account
of their relationship by blood, or of their being
brought up together, as because of his virtue and
doctrine. If, then, he says that it was on account
of James that the desolation of Jerusalem was
made to overtake the Jews, how should it not
be more in accordance with reason to say that
it happened on account (of the death) of Jesus
Christ, of whose divinity so many churches are
witnesses, composed of those who have been
convened from a flood of sins, and who have
joined themselves to the creator, and who refer
all their actions to his good pleasure.3
In book two of his Church history Eusebius
(260-340), bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, cites
Josephus in a similar vein:
James was so admirable a man and so celebrated
among all for his justice, that the more sensible
even of the Jews were of the opinion that this
was the cause of the siege of Jerusalem, which
happened to them immediately after his martyrdom
for no other reason than their daring act against
him …. Josephus, at least, has not hesitated to
testify this in his writings, where he says, these
things happened to the Jews to avenge James the
Just, who was a brother of Jesus, that is called
the Christ. For the Jews slew him, although he
was a most just man.4
Obviously we must discount the idea that Josephus
authored anything about Jerusalem being destroyed
because the Jews bear collective guilt for the death
of James (as they are supposed to have done for the
killing of Jesus in official church doctrine). That
said, while Eusebius unambiguously writes of
the election of James, like Origen, he too seeks to
divorce Jesus from all earthly biological relations:
Then James, whom the ancients surnamed the
Just on account of the excellence of his virtue,
is recorded to have been the first to be made
bishop of the church of Jerusalem. This James
was called the brother of the lord because he
was known as a son of Joseph, and Joseph was
supposed to be the father of Christ, because the

virgin, being betrothed to him, was found with
child by the holy ghost before they came together,
as the account of the holy gospels shows.5
Eusebius was prepared to grant that the New
Testament letter of James, “the first of the so-called
Catholic epistles”, might be used for instructional
purposes, but questioned its authenticity.6 For
Robert Eisenman this was in part because “its
content and theological approach were so alien
to him”.7 It exudes wonderful class hatred and
promises the certainty of retribution: “Come now,
you rich, weep and howl for the miseries that are
coming upon you.”8
In the 4th century Jerome finally decides
that Jesus and James were cousins. In other
sources too the relationship is distanced. Jesus’s
brothers, including James, become half-brothers,
stepbrothers or milk brothers. A theological
construction carried over into the Koran by
Mohammed and his followers in the 7th century.
A divine Jesus has no need for an earthly father,
uncles, brothers or sisters. There is also the growing
cult of Mary’s perpetual virginity. Joseph could
not have had any children with her. Augustine, in
the 5th century, firmly establishes this as Catholic
doctrine.
That does not mean James cannot be restored
to his rightful place. We can unearth James and in
so doing his brother, Jesus, also comes into fuller
view. Actually the most reliable biblical testimonies
concerning James and his role in the nazorean party
can be found in Paul’s letters. Given all we know,
they seem to be accurate, above all because they
paint a picture of conflict between Paul and James.
Paul, repeatedly, disagrees with the rulings on diet,
circumcision and observation of Jewish laws and
taboos handed down by the Jerusalem council. Paul
even denigrates what he calls “leaders”, “pillars”,
“archapostles” and those “who consider themselves
important” or “write their own references”.9 In
other words the apostles, chief amongst them
James. Paul freely admits those leaders whom he
calls Peter and Cephas were willing to defer to the
authority of James.10
So the relationship between Jesus and James
and the latter’s standing is attested to in the Acts
and Paul’s letters. In them and tangential gospel
accounts we find that besides James, there were
three other brothers of Jesus - they are called
Simon, Jude and Joses. A sister, Salome, is also
mentioned in Matthew. Furthermore, where the
established canon is evasive or eerily silent about
James, the early and non-canonical (gnostic) gospel
of Thomas puts these words into the mouth of Jesus.
Having been asked, “who will be great over us”
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after “you have gone?”, ‘Thomas’ has Jesus say
this: “In the place where you are to go, go to James
the Just for whose sake heaven and earth came
into existence.”11 The mystical gnostics, it should
be noted, deemed that James possessed almost
supernatural powers. Of course, it is not that the
gospel of Thomas (written in Coptic in something
like 90) should be thought of as historically
reliable. It is full of mythological invention. What
distinguishes its account is simply that in certain
key areas it is not inverted by the same mythology
as the standard versions.
A profusion of other competing gospels
are known to have existed before the New
Testament was finalised with Constantine and the
incorporation of the church as an arm of the Roman
state. The first is called the Q gospel by scholars
(Q standing for ‘Quelle’ which means ‘source’ in
German). It was apparently written in the 50s.12
We know of it from fragments discovered in the
Egyptian desert. But there are others which exist
in part or whole and which were excluded from
the final canon. Eg, the gospel of Ebionites, the
gospel of Philip, the gospel of the Hebrews, the
gospel of Mathias. the gospel of Peter, the gospel
of Mary, etc.13 It is said by upright Christians,
that they lacked historical and literary merit
and thereby “excluded” themselves “from the
New Testament”.14 Clearly, this is untrue. Such
gospels were destroyed, forgotten, discounted or
driven underground because they contradicted
established Christian doctrine ... not least when
it came to James. From them and other such
literature we certainly learn that James plays a role
of “overarching importance”.15
There is further evidence about the standing of
James to be found in the writings of Epiphanius,
bishop of Salamis, (c310/20-403) and the priest
and saint, Jerome (347-420). Epiphanius suggests
that James was appointed directly by Jesus from
the heights of heaven. Hence James was the “first
whom the lord entrusted his throne upon earth”.
Jerome too provides an account of how James
was either “ordained” or “elected” as bishop of
Jerusalem.16 By their own admission these authors
base themselves on earlier sources, writers whose
works have either been destroyed or lost. Eg,
Hegesippus (c90-180), a church leader in Palestine,
and Clement of Alexandria (c150-215). There is
another Clement (c30-97), this time of Rome,
whose name was attached to what we now know
as the Pseudoclementine (‘pseudo’ as in ‘falsely
attributed’).
Works such as the Recognitions of Clement, as
Eisenman reminds us, are “no more ‘pseudo’” than
the gospels, Acts and the other Christian literature
we now possess from that period.17 Eg, none of
the now standard four gospels were authored by
a single individual - hence we certainly have a
Pseudomatthew, a Pseudomark, a Pseudoluke and
a Pseudojohn. Revealingly, though the account
of the Pseudoclementine material is highly
mythologised, it includes letters purportedly from
Paul to James and from Clement to James. James is
straightforwardly addressed as “bishop of bishops”
or “archbishop”. So there is not a shadow of doubt
that James was elected leader of the Jesus party after
the death of his brother and served in that capacity
till his own execution in 62 (he was succeeded by
Cephas, a first cousin).
Strangely, the Acts exhibit a highly significant
silence about the election of James, surely a defining
moment for the post-Jesus nazorean movement.
The first chapter, which deals with the replacement
of Judas Iscariot after his purported treachery and
suicide, is a crude mythical invention - Judas is
in all probability Jude: ie, one of the brothers of
Jesus. That aside, the story of the “eleven” getting
together to elect another apostle is in all likelihood
a cynical overwrite for the election of James. In the
Acts it is rather a non-event with which to begin
the official history of the early church. “Mattias”
is chosen, after the casting of “lots”, over “Joseph
called Barabas”.18 The redactors were determined
to blacken the name of Jesus’s closest associates or
remove them where they could. There is a striking
parallel here to the way Stalin’s propagandists
demonised or airbrushed out Kamenev, Trotsky,
Zinoviev and other members of Lenin’s inner circle
after his death.
Whatever the exact truth, an obvious question
presents itself. Why was the early church so eager
to play down or obliterate the role of James? We
have already touched upon the embarrassment
concerning the blood relationship between Jesus
and James. But there was more to it than that. The
answer, already in part alluded to, is threefold.
Firstly, James, the successor of “the lord”, has to
be counted amongst those who opposed the Roman
oppressors. That in turn would put Jesus in the same
camp as the Jewish revolution. The Jesus party,
headed by James, took an active role - perhaps a
leading one - in preparing the ground for the great

anti-Roman uprising of 66.
Secondly, James exhibited neither in thought nor
practice the slightest trace or hint of Christianity. He
was single-mindedly, not to say fanatically, Jewish.
He observed the minutiae of Jewish religious law
and demanded that other Jews did the same.
Thirdly, there is abundant evidence that there
was a fundamental and acrimonious schism
between the community led by James and Paul - the
real founder of Christianity. There is the distinct
possibility that Paul was involved in an attempt on
the life of James. None of this would have been to
the liking of the early church.

Nazoreans in political
context

The seething discontent that characterised the
period from the imposition of Roman direct rule
in 6 to the revolution of May 66 worked like an
acid on the old methods of social control and
produced a crop of charismatic messiahs who
found themselves a substantial following. Josephus
mentions a handful by name or title - eg, Theudas, a
“false” prophet from Egypt - but all the indications
are that as a type they were numerous. After the
defeat of one, another arose. Some - for example,
John the Baptist, who though he never claimed to
be the messiah, led a messianic movement - were
relatively peaceful. Though such “religious frauds”
did not “murder”, Josephus calls them “evil men”.
They were “cheats and deceivers” and “schemed to
bring about revolutionary changes”. The Romans
typically responded by sending in troops. John was
beheaded by Herod Antipas. Others fought fire with
fire. These “wizards” gained “many adherents”,
reports Josephus. They agitated for the masses to
“seize” their “liberty” and “threatened with death
those that would henceforth continue to be subject
and obedient to the Roman authority”. There was
an unmistakable class content. The “well-to-do”
were killed and their houses “plundered”.19
Clearly there existed a blurred line between
the rural revolutionary and the criminal rebel.
Kautsky draws a parallel between 1st century
Palestine and the situation in 1905-08 Russia,
when anarchist bands looted the countryside. We
in our time have seen similar manifestations occur
in Northern Ireland. Mainstream loyalist and fringe
republican paramilitaries indulged in drug-running,
protectionism and plain theft. Certain individuals
enriched themselves and lived in plebeian luxury.
Having said that, it is clear that Josephus, just like
present-day establishment political, media and
business figures, cannot but concede the moral
superiority of revolutionaries who give their all
fighting for the interests of those below: eg, Rosa
Luxemburg, John Maclean, James Connolly,
Antonio Gramsci, Leon Trotsky, Che Guevara,
Bobby Sands. Josephus wants to dismiss them as
mere bandits. But they are, he grudgingly admits,
prepared to suffer torture rather than submit.
Josephus himself fatefully chose the slippery road
of self-seeking, treachery and surrender. Obeisance
being no guarantee in a life whose only certainty is
death, Josephus appears to have come to a sticky
end at the hands of his imperial Roman masters.
From Josephus it is clear that the masses
were not united behind a single party leadership.
Yet, inhabiting the rarefied atmosphere of the
aristocracy, Josephus appears to have had only the
vaguest knowledge of the politics of the extreme
left of his day. That despite his brief flirtation
with the essenes and his leading role in the first
phase of the Jewish revolution. One should take
his description as a rough sketch on a par with
the dismissive caricatures of the left occasionally
found in the mainstream bourgeois press. Instinct
alone tells us that mass politics in 1st century
Palestine were far more variegated than described
by Josephus. In the Talmud we find the claim that
“Israel did not go into captivity until there had
come into existence 24 varieties of sectaries”.20 A
pared down version of the modern 57 varieties quip.
Where do James and the post-Jesus nazoreans
fit in here? Obviously there are differences between
them and the essenes and the zealots. They were
not monastic like the essenes. Nor were they
republicans and practical guerrilla fighters along
zealot lines. Nonetheless, as we have said, at
least five of Jesus’s so-called 12 disciples were
associated with, or came from, the ranks of the
freedom fighters and retained guerrilla nicknames.
More than that, their founder, Jesus, was crucified
as a rebel by the Romans. Broadly speaking then,
the nazoreans should be thought of as belonging to
the same political-religious current as the essenes
and zealots, and certainly shared broadly similar
aims.
The party name, nazorean, reinforces this thesis.
There is a common misconception that nazorean
derives from the town in Galilee where the youthful
Jesus and his family are supposed to have lived:

ie, Jesus of Nazareth. The origins of this are to
be found in Mark and are repeated for the church
by Epiphanius. But in Hebrew the term conveys
‘consecrated’ or ‘separated’. It conjures up the idea
of keeping the customs of the ancestors, and as such
was an esoteric term, or party name, associated with
zealotism or messiahism. So ‘nazorean’ “cannot
mean ‘from Nazareth’ ... though all such plays on
words were probably purposeful”.21 In all likelihood
the town Nazareth, if it existed in ancient times,
derives from ‘nazorean’, not the other way round.
Nazoreans were apocalyptic revolutionaries
only different from the movement founded by
John the Baptist in that they could confidently
name the messiah. It was surely another advantage
that their man had safely risen to heaven. He was
still alive and yet could neither be captured nor
killed. Jesus would come and deliver his people
at the appointed hour (in this respect the nazorean
story of king Jesus is akin to the British myth of
the sleeping king Arthur). The potency of this
Elijah-like combination is shown in the Acts. In
spite of itself the Acts also cast light on the true
nature of the nazorean party.
Seven weeks after the crucifixion of Jesus the
nazorean party was gaining many recruits and was
widely acclaimed by a Jewish population that had,
according to the gospels, just been clamouring for
his death. Here is what Acts says:
And all that believed were together, and had all
things in common; and sold their possessions
and goods, and distributed them to all, as any
had need. And day by day, attending the temple
together and breaking bread in their homes,
they partook of food with glad and generous
hearts, praising god and having favour with
all the people. And the lord god added to their
number day by day those who should be saved.22
Acts was composed in the 2nd century and is
overtly Pauline. Nevertheless, though an apologia
for Paul and unmistakably Christian, Acts not
only shows the communistic nazoreans finding
“favour with all the people”. As a community the
party uses and worships in the Jerusalem temple.
Evidently the nazoreans were neither Christian
nor Jewish-Christians. They were Jews by birth
and Jews by conviction. The nazoreans were a
leftwing Jewish sect that primarily distinguished
itself from other similar groups by proclaiming
Jesus as the prophesied messiah, a descendant of
the house of David, who is the legitimate king.
Hence they diligently kept the laws of Moses and
observed the Sabbath.
James - their prince regent - in particular was
renowned for his saintly devotion. Jerome refers
to a story about James which says that such was
his religious fame that people “earnestly sought to
touch the hem of his clothing”.23 Eusebius quotes
Hegesippus (c110-c180) and his now lost Memoirs
(book five). So frequently did James pray that his
knees became “hard like those of a camel”. As with
the most extreme Jews of his day he “drank no wine
nor strong drink, nor did he eat flesh”. Furthermore
James seems to have taken a vow of celibacy
in order to preserve his ‘righteousness’ (zaddik
in Hebrew). “[H]e was holy from his mother’s
womb.” So it was James, not Mary, who was the
perpetual virgin. Making sure no-one missed his
holiness, “he wore not woollen but linen garments”
and refused to use a “razor on his head”.24
Besides such documentary evidence we can
also arrive at similar results from passages in
the Acts and Paul’s letters to the Galatians and
Corinthians, albeit using simple inference. For
example, unlike the “pillars” in Jerusalem, Paul
tells his followers that they can eat “everything
sold in the meat market”.25 He also instructs Jews
to break the taboo outlawing table fellowship with
gentiles. The biblical image of Jesus magically
transforming water into wine, the man-god who
like a heathen equates the bread and wine of the
last supper with his body and blood and who freely
associates with prostitutes and Roman centurions
was unmistakably designed to produce apoplexy
amongst the nazoreans. A deliberately insulting
reversal of their beliefs, laws and attitudes.
It is of the greatest significance that Jerome and
Eusebius insist that James wore the mitre of the high
priest and actually entered the inner sanctum, or
holy of holies, in the Jerusalem temple. “He alone
was permitted to enter into the holy place,” says
Eusebius (by tradition no-one apart from the high
priest, who enacted the annual Yom Kippur ritual
there, was allowed in).26 So it appears that James
functioned as an opposition (righteous or zaddokite)
high priest. Whether he stood before the ark in the
holy of holies just once or on a regular, annual,
basis is a moot point. Either way, James could only
have crossed the threshold of the inner sanctum, to
pray for the people on Yom Kippur, if he had the
active support of the masses (both the proletariat of

Jerusalem and pilgrims). In other words, against the
morality, ritual and the feeble statelet wielded by
the high priesthood there stood another power - the
morality, ritual and mobilised masses of the fourth
philosophy. Put yet another way, Jerusalem was
gripped by dual power. Josephus candidly admits
that there was “mutual enmity and class warfare”
between the high priests on the one hand and the
“priests and leaders of the masses in Jerusalem on
the other”.27
With all this in mind it is hardly surprising that
the nazoreans were overwhelmingly lower class.
One of their party names was ‘the poor’. This
sociological make-up continued after the first
beginnings and is referred to by Paul in his first
letter to the Corinthians:
[N]ot many of you were wise according to
worldly standards, not many were powerful, not
many were noble of birth; but god chose what
is foolish in the world to shame the strong, god
chose what is low and despised in the world,
even things that are not, to bring to nothing
things that are, so that no human being might
boast in the presence of god.28
The proletarian character of the nazorean mass
base is one of the reasons why we possess so little
direct evidence of exact organisation and ideology.
The leaders were surely persuasive, eloquent and
educated. But their party culture was oral, not written.
The apostles were unlikely to have been humble
fishermen - a reading which arguably stems from
a misunderstanding of fourth philosophy parables
relating to preachers who cast their nets. That aside,
the rank and file were overwhelmingly illiterate.
The teachings and sayings of Jesus were therefore,
to begin with, transmitted by word of mouth. That
afforded considerable room for exaggeration and
downright fabrication. But, of course, it should
be stressed once again that the myth-making of
the nazoreans about Jesus, his mission and his
miracles occurred fully within the traditions of
Jewish communistic sects.
Nazoreans fulminated against the rich. We find
such antagonistic attitudes cropping up here and
there in the New Testament. Being seared into the
minds of even the most unsophisticated amongst the
congregation, the most famous phrases and stories
could not be easily expunged by later redactors. Eg,
Acts tells of a well-off married couple, Ananias
and Sapphira, who, having joined the nazoreans,
“kept back some of the proceeds” from the sale
of their property.29 They both instantly fall down
dead when reproached by the apostles. In Luke
we read that a man, “clothed in purple and fine
linen” who goes to Hades and “torment” and the
“flames” simply because he is rich. The poor man,
Lazarus, in contrast finds comfort in “Abraham’s
bosom”.30 The letter of James - written down in
the first half of the second century, as we have
already seen, is full of loathing for the rich, once
more simply because they are rich. The poor have
been “chosen by god” to be “heirs of the kingdom
which he has promised”. The rich “oppress you”,
“drag you to court” and “blaspheme”, thunder the
words of the top apostle.31 The poor are urged to
await the “coming of the lord” and class revenge.
Grasp the fact that from the 30s the masses in
Jerusalem were in sympathy with the nazoreans
and their messianic programme, then the events
reported in the New Testament and other sources
about the strength of the community make sense.
Likewise, understand that and you understand why
the Romans and sadducees viewed them as a threat.
As we have said, almost immediately after
the execution of Jesus, his followers find a
remarkable response to their message in the poor
quarters of Jerusalem. Their headquarters were
situated in a district called Ophel in the cramped
lower city. The atmosphere must have been close
to collective madness. There is ecstatic talk of
miracles and cures. Of the coming messiah and
ending Roman rule. In modern terminology, the
masses were refusing to be ruled in the old way.
Recruits came in their thousands and they brought
all their possessions with them. The nazorean
leaders address huge crowds from the steps of
the temple. Only the temple enclosure has space
enough to accommodate those who want to hear
them. Any fear that might have demoralised, or
held them back, after Jesus was executed vanishes.
The masses breathe courage into the cadre.
Psychologically they become inspired. The ‘spirit’
is upon them.
The high class sadducee priests respond by
having the religious police arrest those whom the
Acts call Peter and John. They were preaching
resurrection - Jesus being their proof. But the actual
interrogation that followed the next day concerns
the healing of a cripple. He is hauled in as a witness.
The apostles refuse to be intimidated and boldly
proclaim the name of their messiah. No religious
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or state crime has been committed, or so they
reportedly maintain. The high priest made threats,
but he decides to release them “because of the
people”.32 The nazoreans had scored an important
tactical victory and were further emboldened. Some
5,000 more purportedly join their ranks.
Not long after, worried by the ever increasing
numbers attracted to the nazorean meetings in the
temple enclosure, the high priest and sadducees
have all the apostles arrested and confined to
a “common prison” - presumably the temple
dungeon.33 However, when the religious police go
to fetch them for interrogation, they are horrified
to discover them vanished, gone, spirited away.
Presumably sympathisers, not an angel, had sprung
them. Far from keeping heads down, the apostles
are once again found “standing in the temple and
teaching the people”.34 Without violence, “for they
are afraid of being stoned by the people”, the guards
bring them before the sanhedrin (the 70-strong
supreme religious council). They are ordered to
stop their preaching. Speaking on behalf of them
all, Peter refuses. A pharisee named Gamaliel
eloquently urges caution. So after roughing them
up and warning them not to “speak in the name
of Jesus” they “let them go”.35 Again to no effect.
Every day nazoreans continue their meetings at
private homes and in the temple enclosure.

Paul and his party

Nazorean doctrine found support not only among
the Palestinian Jews but numerous “Hellenists”: ie,
Jews living in Jerusalem who spoke Greek. It is in
this context that the Acts introduce Stephen. The
sadducees have him seized and falsely accused of
blasphemy. Stephen defends himself bravely, but,
deaf to his pleas, they have him stoned to death.
There is, we know, an interregnum in terms
of the Roman power structure in 36-37 with the
departure of Pilate and the preparation for war
against the Arabs. Under such conditions Jonathan,
the high priest, exercises greater autonomy. The
Acts report that Saul (Paul) takes a lead, not only in
the killing of Stephen, but the “great persecution”
against the “church in Jerusalem” initiated by
Jonathan that followed. Robert Eisenman disputes
the veracity of the Stephen story. He argues at
length, and persuasively, that the martyrdom of
Stephen (a Greek name) is an overwrite for an
attempt on the life of James.
Eisenman reckons that James was attacked by
Paul and a gang of hired thugs who participated in
Jonathan’s pogrom against the nazoreans and other
oppositionists. We find confirmation of this thesis
in the Pseudoclementine. A grand debate in the
temple enclosure between the sadducean hierarchy,
the pharrisees, the baptists, the Samaritans and
the nazoreans headed by James is reported in
tit-for-tat detail. Of course, the nazoreans are
presented as winning the argument hands down.
So, on the second day of the debate, presumably
at a prearranged moment, Saul (Paul) and his men
stage a riot. Book one of Recognitions contains the
following account:
[H]e began to drive all into confusion with
shouting, and to undo what had been arranged
with much labour, and at the same time to
reproach the priests, and to enrage them with
revilings and abuse, and, like a madman, to
excite every one to murder, saying, ‘What do
ye? Why do ye hesitate? Oh sluggish and inert,
why do we not lay hands upon them, and pull
all these fellows to pieces?’ When he had said
this, he first, seizing a strong brand from the
altar, set the example of smiting. Then others
also, seeing him, were carried away with like
readiness. Then ensued a tumult on either side,
of the beating and the beaten. Much blood is
shed; there is a confused flight, in the midst of
which that enemy attacked James, and threw
him headlong from the top of the steps; and
supposing him to be dead, he [Saul-Paul] cared
not to inflict further violence upon him.36
Though with both legs broken, James survives. He
retreats to Jericho, along with 5,000 followers. The
standard narrative then proceeds with Saul (Paul)
in chase - with the blessing of Jonathan the high
priest - and then having his vision of Jesus and losing
his sight for three days. He then turns nazorean
and later adopts the Latinised form of his name.
Subsequently, the nazoreans launch themselves
as active proselytisers outside Palestine. They
recruit Jews living throughout the Roman empire
- in particular in Rome, Syria and Alexandria.
Through their work amongst well established
Jewish communities, belief in Jesus as a resurrected
messiah spreads. However, the key to why
nazoreanism sired Christianity as a bastard child is
found in its success in winning non-Jews to convert
to a sympathising level of Judaism. Full conversion
involved circumcision and observance of all of the

laws and taboos. ‘God-fearers’ or ‘proselytes of the
gate’ were a kind of partial or half-way conversion.
They were not required to undergo circumcision
nor change their nationality. God-fearers only had
to accept the seven laws of the sons of Noah and
revere the Jews as a ‘nation of priests’.
Paul proves brilliant at winning people in
the eastern part of the Roman empire to become
god-fearers and winning god-fearers to recognise
Jesus as the messiah. It is his converts who are
first called Christians. Possibly James encouraged
Paul to take up missionary work abroad when he
presented himself to the Jerusalem council three
years after his road-to-Damascus ‘experience’. Paul
says he tried to see the apostles but only met “James
the brother of the lord”.37 He travelled widely and
persuaded many of the uncircumcised to accept
Jesus as redeemer. Yet so determined was Paul to
maintain the growth of his overseas communities
that he embarks on a process of whittling away the
specifically Jewish elements of the faith. At first his
programme would have been no more than implicit,
a tendency. Laws and taboos should be moderated,
not discarded. However, soon his teachings start to
explicitly diverge from nazoreanism and Judaism
itself. Paul’s mature views are to be found in his
letters or epistles. Written some time between 50
and 55, they are in the most part considered “the
genuine work of Paul”.38 This Pauline material
forms the earliest texts contained in the New
Testament.
In them we find Paul expounding upon the
divine nature of Jesus. The death of Jesus is
recounted in terms of the self-sacrifice and rebirth
of a man-god. Paul announces that Jewish laws are
outdated and that the distinction between Jew and
gentile ought to be abolished. He openly courts
the Romans and the powers-that-be. Christian
doctrine is still underdeveloped. There is no trinity,
no virgin birth. But what we know as the gospels
of today owe their mysticism and pro-Romanism
to Paul. With his innovations acting as mediation,
the whole Jesus story is gradually retold and turned
into something entirely at odds with the nazorean
tradition. The only nazorean document in the
New Testament that survives the Pauline revision
more, rather than less, intact, is the letter of James.
Presumably due to its fame.
Paul made such headway in his first mission
abroad that he was able to negotiate a compromise
deal in Jerusalem with the apostles and elders of
the nazorean community to “make no distinction
between us and them”: ie, Jews and god-fearers.39
There had been much criticism of Paul by
those who demanded that all male converts
be circumcised. He even claims to have been
physically assaulted by “unbelieving Jews”. For
the nazoreans the compromise struck in Jerusalem
officially signalled that the god-fearers would be
treated as what Hugh Schonfield calls “resident
aliens”.40 A joint formulation is agreed. As long
as gentiles refrain “from what has been sacrificed
to idols and from blood and what is strangled
and from unchasticy”, then “you will do well”.41
Nevertheless, James rules that Paul confine his
activities to gentiles and on no account should he
attempt to water down the stipulation that Jews
observe the laws of Moses. The face-saving deal
gave Paul apostolic status amongst the gentiles; but
in return he had to agree not to do anything that
might interfere with the nazoreans’ reputation for
strict orthodoxy amongst fellow Jews.
The agreement is broken. On his next two
missions overseas, which begin in the spring of 50
and end in 58, Paul recounts that he preached in the
synagogues of the diaspora how Jesus’s crucifixion
was necessary and how equality between Jews
and god-fearers ought to be established on the
basis of his increasingly non-Jewish views about
Jesus: ie, the christ who was born to suffer. Paul
also reveals to the authorities in Macedonia who
have imprisoned him that he is a Roman citizen.
He not only demands his own release, but an
apology.42 Certainly, wherever Paul goes, he stirs
up the animosity of orthodox Jews. The nazoreans
are therefore forced to counter him by sending out
their own recommended cadre to his communities.
Thereafter, not surprisingly, Paul exhibits some
trepidation about returning to Jerusalem. Nor
is it surprising that, when he does, the nazorean
community fears guilt by association. Unnamed
brethren complain to Paul of the “thousands” of
their followers who have been told “about you
and that you teach all the Jews who are among
the gentiles to forsake Moses, telling them not to
circumcise their children or observe the customs”.43
It is agreed that Paul must present himself as
a penitent at the temple and undergo purification.
Yet before the seven-day purification process can
be completed he is recognised by “the Jews from
Asia”.44 They, presumably backed by the zealot/
sicarii underground, rouse the masses to protest
against the apostate. He is dragged out of the

temple and would probably have been beaten to
death had Roman troops not rushed to save him.
Being a Roman citizen, Paul is taken into protective
custody. A sicarii plot is uncovered to assassinate
Paul. He leaves Jerusalem under a heavy guard:
200 soldiers, 70 horsemen and 200 spearmen
accompany him to Caesarea.45 Paul appeals to Nero
and sails to Rome. However, Paul’s fate appears
to have become subsumed in the revolutionary
situation rapidly developing in Judea.
The fourth philosophy in its various
manifestations proves to be a real threat. The
established order can no longer rule in the old way.
Festus, the governor, is replaced by Nero and, while
Albinus is still on his way, the high priest, Ananus,
arranges the show trial and stoning of James.
Discontent reaches new heights. Ananus will soon
be executed by zealot state power in revolutionary
Jerusalem. Paul himself was beheaded on the order
of Nero in 64 because he was linked to Jewish
subversion. A few months later the fire of Rome
was blamed on the Christiani. Nero knew how to
scapegoat at least.

A combined revolution

Let us examine the Jewish revolution of 66-70 and
the events that led to the social explosion. Having
imposed direct rule over Judea in 6, the Romans
appear to have proceeded in a belligerent way
and they certainly did nothing to mask or make
palatable their ruthless exploitation. For whatever
reason, the procurators appointed from Rome
seemed determined to conduct affairs in such a
way as to lose any consent they might otherwise
have gained. The last two, Albinus and Florus, were
particularly vile. Reportedly Albinus took bribes
from criminals. On the completion of his term in
office he opened the prisons so as to “fill the land
with robbers”. Florus plundered whole towns.
Most outrageously he helped himself to the temple
treasury. When the people objected, his troops cut
them down. Individuals were picked out at random
from the crowd and crucified. That included some
who had been admitted to the Roman equestrian
order. The fact that Florus was prepared to trample
on Roman norms gives credence to the hypothesis
that there was a high-up plot to ferment a rebellion.
Either way, what took place in May 66 proved
not to be a short-lived, easily snuffed-out revolt of
the type led by Jesus some time in the 30s. Rather
there was a full-blown national uprising. And one
which drew into its vortex virtually all classes in
Jewish society. Florus urgently called in Cestus
Gallus, the legate of Syria, and his legions to restore
order. All the while, in Egypt and Syria there were
inter-ethnic clashes between Jewish and Greek
inhabitants. Many Jews were killed. Greek towns
in Palestine suffered a similar fate at the hands of
Jews. Consequently Hyam Maccoby suggests there
were two intertwined struggles taking place. On the
one hand, a military uprising against Roman power;
on the other hand, an ideological clash “between
the Hellenistic and Jewish civilisations”.46
The Romans swiftly mobilised to re-establish
control. Having cut its way through Galilee and
Samaria, the 30,000-strong force commanded
by Gallus entered Judea. They consisted of the
whole of the 12th Legion plus 2,000 men from
“each of the three Syrian legions”. That is, 11,000
heavy infantry in all. Supporting them were 10
regular auxiliary units, at least 3,000 infantry and
2,000 cavalry, and almost 14,000 eastern allied
troops, “mainly cavalry and archers”, supplied
by king Herod Aggrippa II and the client kings of
Commagene and Emesa.47 They were also joined
by Greek irregulars determined to hit back against
the Jews. Everything en route was put to fire and
sword. No prisoners were taken. Everyone was
killed. A scorched earth policy designed to terrorise.
Resistance stiffened as Gallus neared Jerusalem,
but was soon overcome. Gallus successfully forced
his way into the holy city. However, zealots, many
of whom had beat a retreat from the north, seized
key strategic points, including the heavily fortified
temple enclosure. Well-aimed rocks and missiles
rained down upon the Romans. Nevertheless, for
reasons that are something of a mystery, Gallus
decided to withdraw. Josephus seems to believe
that the Romans could have won if they had pressed
home their assault. Perhaps Gallus’s decision was
connected to the political crisis gripping the empire.
The fire of Rome happened in 64 and Nero was
widely viewed as being completely mad. His forced
suicide in 68 was followed by the rapid succession
and downfall of Galba, Otho and Vitellius.
A more likely explanation is surely offered by
Neil Faulkner. Tellingly, he contrasts the Roman
and Jewish ways of making war. The Romans
possessed an awesome military machine. At its
core were the well drilled, highly disciplined and
manoeuvrable legionnaires. In a conventional
clash of army and army the Romans were during
these times “close to invincible”.48 But the Jews

were well practised in the art of guerrilla warfare.
Two hundred years before they had, using these
methods, ground down and eventually defeated
the Saleucid Greeks. Instead of attempting the
impossible and trying to beat the Romans using
conventional war, they organised hit-and-run
ambushes, constantly harried, staged quick
skirmishes and in general kept on the move and
ready to retreat to upland areas. Their primary
weapons in these engagements were the javelin,
the sling shot and the bow and arrow. Above all
though, they did everything to avoid encirclement
and therefore a decisive battle with the Romans.
They deserted their towns and villages and took to
the hills. From such positions of relative safety, and
organised in small groups, they struck at isolated
or unprepared Roman units, supply lines and the
rearguard. No set-piece battles, and no attempt to
halt the much superior Roman army.
Mao Zedong outlined similar, time-honoured,
principles of guerrilla warfare in his 1930s writings.
Confronted by better equipped and more numerous
Guomingdang forces, he ordered the People’s
Liberation Army to allow the enemy to penetrate
deep into “our base area.” Then the Guomingdang
will taste all the “bitterness it holds for him”. From
a “favourable” terrain, and having discovered the
enemy’s “weak points” and having worn them
down, he predicted that Guomingdang commanders
would be “induced to make mistakes”. Under
these circumstances, the balance of military
forces undergo a complete reversal. Who was
once weak would now be strong and ready for
offensive action.49
Faulkner argues that the Jews were harrying and
hitting at Gallus’s rear and “threatening to throttle
the life out of his army”.50 He had no choice. He had
to retreat. But, whatever the reason for the sudden
withdrawal from Jerusalem in September 66, on
the route back through Judea Gallus’s ponderous,
slow-moving columns were constantly ambushed,
raided and tormented by zealot guerrillas and
massed Jewish irregulars. The Romans faced a risen
people. And at Beth-horon in November 66 they
were given a thoroughgoing mauling. Gallus only
saved the day by sacrificing his entire rearguard.
Six thousand died and huge quantities of arms,
siege artillery and supplies were captured.
That the zealot victory took place at Beth-horon
- the mountain pass where Judas Maccabaeus
defeated the Seleucid Greek army in 166 BCE gave it a miraculous quality. The world had been
turned upside-down. The Jews had god on their
side. This surely must be the end of days. Even
sadducees joined the second revolution.
Under such conditions of national unity and
patriotic class-collaboration, the zealots had no
option but to allow the conduct of the war to pass
to Hasmonaean aristocrats, who were by custom
the military leaders of the people. They would have
been the natural popular choice and it was leading
aristocrats who formed the first revolutionary
government.
Their conduct of the war against the Romans
was half-hearted. Not to say perfidious. One of their
number was a certain Flavius Josephus. Appointed
general in command of Galilee, much squabbling
between him and the Galilean zealot, John of
Gischala, ensued. Due to Josephus’s ineptitude,
and the lackadaisical aristocratic government in
Jerusalem, the defences of Galilee were left fatally
weak. And, as a greatly reinforced Roman army
renews its offensive, Josephus defects. He becomes
an agent of Roman imperialism.
Meanwhile, in the revolutionary city of
Jerusalem itself, the zealots took a vow to fight
to the end. By contrast, sadducees and aristocrats
clamoured for a negotiated surrender. They were
out for compromise and had no stomach for the
radical programme that would have mobilised,
inspired and secured the loyalty of the broad
masses for their government - measures such as
debt cancellation and land redistribution, in Judea
traditionally called the jubilee. Sectional interests
prevented them from adopting such a radical
programme. Instead the aristocratic government
looked to stabilising the existing socio-economic
order and curbing the power of the zealots and the
urban and rural poor.
War greatly speeds up, concentrates, political
developments. Class conflict erupts between those
above and those below. National revolution against
Rome takes the scope of social revolution. The third
revolution sees “eminent people” assassinated.
Others, such as Antipas, a member of the royal
family, are arrested. The masses appoint their own
high priest. Street fighting breaks out between
zealots and sadducees and their hired thugs.
Nevertheless, with the help of Idumaean allies,
the first revolutionary government is ousted. A
multidimensional phenomenon. It is the victory
of the party of war over the party of peace. Of the
countryside and the urban poor over the rich. Of
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revolutionary force over established order. Having
been held under arrest, the high priest, Ananus,
is executed, along with many young aristocrats.
However, the zealot party itself splits under
the pressure of the tasks of government it now
confronts - that and pre-existing factional rivalries.
Menahem, son of Judas, the zealot founderleader, is killed by republican zealots after he
declares himself messiah. The zealot’s ‘redoubtable’
wing withdraws to Massada in the south. The
remaining zealots are at odds too. On one side is
the faction following John of Gischala, who fled
to Jerusalem after the collapse in Galilee. On the
other, the extreme left behind Simon bar Giora.
Much to the disgust of Josephus, he “proclaimed
the liberty of slaves” and cancelled the debts of the
poor. His three-pronged immediate programme was
freedom from Rome, freedom from debt, freedom
from bondage - this attracted to his banner “the
scum of the whole district”.51 Like Spartacus, his
movement threatens the social order itself.
Having seized imperial power, Vespasian hands
control of the Palestine campaign to his son, Titus.
The Roman army soon surrounds Jerusalem.
Giant mobile siege towers are constructed and
remorselessly edged in. Adversity cements a certain
unity amongst the zealots. Each faction defends its
own districts and walls and courageously strikes
back with lightning raids on the enemy. But there
is no centralised coordination. Josephus boasts of
the speeches he made before the revolutionary city
urging surrender. He was met with insults, stones
and anything else that came to hand. Yet fear and
hunger causes some of the refugees and some of
the middling elements trapped in the city to want to
escape. Those who make the attempt have to evade
both zealot guards and Roman troops. If caught by
the latter they were crucified. Thousands of crosses
soon litter the surrounding plain. Roman soldiers
split open the bellies of those hanging on the crosses
after finding an escapee extracting gold coins from
his faeces. Titus ordered an end to that particular
practice. But not an end to the crucifixions.
After a couple of months the well oiled Roman
military machine breached the outer defences
and legionnaires secured themselves on the third,
north, wall. Months of fierce, sector-by-sector and
street-by-street fighting followed. But Jerusalem
was eventually taken. The temple was torched and
the entire complex razed. In the end the whole
city lay in ruins. Josephus’s claim that over one
million died in the siege and the butchery which
followed owes much to lurid exaggeration - there
is no way ancient Jerusalem could have held a
population equivalent to Rome. More likely its
total population - swollen by refugees and outside
fighters - would have been around 250,000-500,000
according to Faulkner. He puts the “normal
population” at “between 50,000 and 100,000”.52
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Titus allowed
his troops to indulge in unrestrained slaughter.
Only once their bloodlust had been satiated did
he call a halt. Surviving females and male youths
under 17 were auctioned off into slavery. Men
were sent to labour in Egypt. From amongst the
prisoners zealots were singled out for immediate
crucifixion or killing by wild beast or the sword in
the shows that Titus organised in Syria. Simon bar
Giora and the “tallest and handsomest” captives
are saved for the triumph in Rome.53
In 71, before Vespasian and Titus, sitting in
imperial splendour, the triumph took place. Cut
into the stone of the arch of Titus we can still
see legionnaires carrying the sacred menorah,
or seven-stemmed candlestick. The climax of
the proceedings was the strangulation of Simon
bar Giora. News of his death reportedly brought
forth a great cheer throughout Rome. Of course,
he was no modern revolutionary. Nonetheless the
determination of Simon bar Giora to give his all
for freedom has universal significance and should
be acclaimed and celebrated today. While there is
unfreedom, there will be freedom fighters.

Counterrevolution and
Christianity

It was the revolutionary uprising of May 66 and
the destruction of Jerusalem four years later which
definitively separated the gentile congregation from
its Jewish roots. Roman terror much reduced the
nazoreans in Palestine. The Pauline communities
certainly had every interest in distancing themselves
from the Jewish national movement. They did
everything possible to purge their doctrine of
anything Jewish. The original gospel is overwritten
and is again and again made as pro-Roman as
established circumstances and the willingness of
the congregation allow. Christianity thus begins
with the defeat of the Jesus party.
The Christian church eventually Romanised
itself ideologically and culturally. Jewish
revolutionary national and social ideas were turned

into their opposites. Kautsky points out that the
kingdom of god ceased to be liberation in the real
world and was instead “transferred to heaven”.
The earthly programme of Jesus was replaced with
the promise of “immortality of the soul”.54 This
Pauline Christianity - with its doctrine of rejecting
the old gods, its promise of life after death, its
universalism and its internationalism - articulated
the needs of a declining social system and was
perfectly acceptable to the upper classes. Indeed
rich converts came in droves and quickly rose to
prominence. As they did, so the communism and
democracy practised by the primitive congregation
was steadily emptied out and became reduced to
mere ritual. The congregation’s communism did
linger on in the form of common meals. In time,
though, even that became purely symbolic - a sliver
of bread and a sip of red wine.
Slaves and the servile orders were now told they
had a moral duty to obey their masters. Far from
challenging the institution of slavery, the church
actually “sanctified slaveholder morality beyond
the standard claims of the Greco-Roman ethos”.55
In Timothy, Paul says:
Let all who are under the yoke of slavery regard
their master as worthy of honour, so that the name
of god and the teaching may not be defamed.
Those who have believing masters must not
be disrespectful on the ground that they are
brethren; rather they must serve all the better
since those who benefit by their service are
believers and beloved.56
Paul demands that this doctrine must be accepted
and propagated. Those who refuse to do so are
accused of being “puffed up” and having a “craving
for controversy” and “disputes about words”.57 So
Christian slaveowners could carry on inflicting
corporal punishment on slaves, branding them and
chaining them with a good conscience.
In the gospels the poor were safely transformed
into the “poor in spirit”. Demands to sell everything
gave way to charity-mongering and buying a
place in heaven. Those who did willingly give
up everything - property, possessions, sex - and
practise communism were, of course, considered
particularly holy and enjoyed high prestige. The
church’s “radical elements” who renounced
possessions, property and sex naturally felt
that they were superior. They formed a church
aristocracy. “Like every other aristocracy,” writes
Kautsky, it “did not content itself with claiming the
right to command the rest of the community, but
also attempted to exploit the community.”58 Radical
communism thus becomes its bureaucratic opposite
- bishops, deacons and abbots. The congregation
loses all democratic power and declines into an
inert mass. The property and organisation of the
church effectively becomes the collective property
of the clerical bureaucracy.
Incidentally, the ability to renounce sex in
the name of moral purity actually underlines the
exclusion and humiliation of the slave. They had
no such option. Indeed the Acts of Andrew - dating
from the 2nd century or early 3rd century - tell of a
Christian woman, Maximilla, who refused to have
sex with her husband out of religious conviction.
Having decked her out with “wicked enticement
and paintings”, she “substitutes” her slave, Egetes, to
serve as a surrogate sexual partner for her husband.59
While this purchased Maximilla’s stairway to
heaven, no-one knows what the slave girl thought
about being turned into an erotic body-double.
Christianity suffered savage persecution
under various emperors. The church was seen as
subversive. Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Decius and
Valerian attempted to beat it. Diocletian eventually
sought rapprochement and Constantine finally
brought about unity between church and state. The
church could neither be ignored nor conquered, but
it could be incorporated as a privileged subaltern into
the reorganised, Byzantine emperor system. Either
that or it might have sought to realise its theocratic
ambitions (most fully realised by the Muslim states
of Mohammed and the first four caliphs).
Constantine oversaw the Council of Nicaea in
325, which formalised church doctrine and the
absolute power of the bishops. The nazoreans were
a dangerous threat to the authority of the state. The
bureaucratic church proved an invaluable adjunct
to an imperial state, which had long since lost
active support amongst Roman citizens. Septimus
Serverus (reigned 193-211) formally abolished the
‘old-fashioned’ prerogatives of Rome and Italy.
Eventually in 297 the empire was completely
‘updated’ and proclaimed an absolute monarchy.
Diocletian’s ‘modernisation’ turned every citizen
into a subject. Given the autonomy of the state
and the equalisation of the entire population into
mere subjects, the emperor too needed a universal
ideology. Aurelian promoted the cult of Sol (the
unconquered sun). But that had no lasting success,

having no mass base and therefore no pacifying
or controlling effect on those below. The Pauline
church fitted the bill.
By degrees emperor Constantine went from
being a protector of the church to undergoing
an eventual death-bed baptism in 337 (delaying
baptism till the last moment was common at the
time for those who ordered torture and execution).
Early in his reign, in 313, Constantine enacted laws,
the edict of Milan, which restored to the Catholic
church all confiscated lands and buildings without
expense and without delay. Christianity ceases to be
a purely urban phenomenon and plays an increasing
role in the countryside. Because of inheritance the
church is soon counted as the greatest landowner
with no rival apart from the state itself. Its slaves
and serfs alike are told that if they humbly perform
their duties they will find their reward in heaven.
Victory of the church was not a victory for
the poor. Peter’s pence was a levy said to be first
introduced by Ine, king of Wessex, in 725. From
there it spread to Denmark, Poland, Sweden,
Norway, France, etc. Every family was expected to
pay a silver penny on June 29 to support the work
of the fabulously wealthy papacy. Christianity
triumphed when it had fully become its opposite.
The victory of Christianity was not the victory
of the proletariat and peasantry. Rather it was
the victory of the exploiting church bureaucracy
over the proletariat and peasantry. Victory was
obtained not by means of subversion. The church
had become a conservative force, a tool in the
hands of the emperor.
After Constantine secured an undisputed hold
over the empire, east and west, with his military
victory over Licinius (his eastern co-emperor and a
pagan) in 324, he immediately published a general
circular letter, which exhorted his subjects to
follow the example of their sovereign and embrace
the divine truth of Christianity. Constantine
made Christianity the favoured, to all intents
and purposes the official religion of the empire
(dissenting Arian bishops who refused to accept
the trinitarian doctrine of Nicaea were exiled). But
this, it must be stressed, was under the aegis of the
empire. Emperor and church functioned as dual
powers, but the former occupied the first place.
Once this deal was hatched with Constantine, the
ecclesiastical bureaucracy became secular princes
who exploited the masses alongside the emperors.
And in return for gold and landed wealth the church
and its doctrine provided a much needed cloak of
ideological mystification.
Christianity more than survived the ‘barbarian’
invasion and the collapse of the western empire. The
baptism of the pagan Frankish king, Clovis, in 497
was a vital turning point for the Catholic church ...
“your faith is our victory”, rejoiced St Avitus.60 Once
again catholicism became the religion of the military
victors, no longer the vanquished. Looking back at
the conversion, later church ideologues saw Clovis
as the precursor of Charlemagne, St Bernard and St
Louis and a France that was the “torch bearer”.61
Europe’s medieval wars were sprinkled with
holy water. Book, relic and the name of Jesus
served every lordly coalition. But the masses too
developed their own Christian ideologies and
associated personifications - priests ordained,
defrocked or completely unofficial. Their heretical
Christian sects, and even returning Jesuses,
puncture the standard kings and queens history.
Continuously alive in the murky theological
underground, fed by discontent and class hatred,
moving by whisper from parish to parish, crossfertilising and mutating, they appear as if out of
nowhere as violent eruptions. A many-headed
phenomenon. The crusades of the poor, king Tafur,
John Ball and Thomas Müntzer. In Bohemia the
Taborites fought off the pope and the Catholic
princes of Germany and briefly established a
communistic republic in the name of Jesus and
his second coming.
Finally mention must be made of the propaganda
parallel drawn by Engels between Christianity and
the modern socialist-communist movement. Both
withstood persecution, both preached human
freedom - one in heaven, the other on earth.
Furthermore, Engels cheekily claimed that the
triumph of Christianity represented the triumph
of socialism - “as far as it was possible at the
time”.62 Suffice to say, in an epoch of absolute and
general regression, the Christian church, in the
productive form of the monasteries, were no more
than islands of surviving industrial and agricultural
sophistication. The church did not contain within
it the seeds of a higher social formation.
Within the monastery system we find the
original principles of communism turned into their
opposites too. The monasteries took over from
the slave estates. With an enthusiastic source of
cheap labour in the form of ascetic monks, and by
exploiting their own serfs, these communities of
production were able to maintain and even improve

the agricultural and industrial methods of antiquity.
Relying as they did on sexual segregation and
sexual abstinence, such islands of productivity
could not be generalised. However, because wealth
was retained within the community and never
divided by bequests, the various orders of monks
and nuns grew into bureaucratic El Dorados.
True, in western Europe, after the collapse of
the Roman empire, the church did stand out as
an oasis of learning. Yet its methods and outlook
were purely scholastic and often totally irrational.
Faith substituted for reasoned thought. The church
produced nothing remotely on a par with the
ancient Greeks intellectually. Nor should we forget
the role that the church took in systematically
extinguishing anything that might challenge it.
Huge numbers of ancient books were destroyed. A
terrible, irreplaceable and criminal loss to human
culture. Indeed the shelves of the famed library
of Alexandria appear to have been emptied on the
orders of leading churchmen. These fanatical bigots
were determined to eliminate all alternative modes
of thought; especially ones that were open-ended,
critical and worldly. Voices of dissent there were.
But with the blessing of the emperors, and then
the feudal kings in the west, they were mercilessly
hunted down. Heretics died in excruciating agony.
The persecuted became persecutors and, given the
one and a half thousand years of state Christianity,
on a scale almost without parallel.
In some respects the evolution of early
Christianity parallels social democracy and
‘official communism’, in the 20th century. The
labour movement has been turned against the
working class. Social democracy fused with the
bourgeois state. ‘Official communism’ in turn
created a bureaucratic anti-capitalist state that lived
off the exploitation of the working class. However,
where the ancient proletariat was a class born of
a society that relied on the productive labour of
slaves, modern workers are the productive class
that continues to grow both in terms of crude
numbers and also in quality. The well educated and
cultured working class of today has every interest
in a higher, fully democratic society l
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EUROPE (continued)
“No2EU, Yes to Democracy”, and thus
the ex-leftist plebiscitarists of Spiked.5
Michael Howard and Richard Aikens
falsely claimed during the referendum
campaign: “In the EU, the unelected
European Commission creates laws
for us, and our parliament can only
rubber-stamp them.”6 But the Brexit
process supposedly now requires that
unelected British civil servants should
create laws for us and “our parliament
can only rubber-stamp them.” That is the
meaning of the “Henry VIII clauses” in
the Brexit bill.
It is also the meaning of the fact that
other amendments to the bill, which would
have attracted real scrutiny of the operation
of the “Henry VIII clauses,” were rejected.
The Tory rebels were prepared to make a
demonstration on their own terms, and
willing to draw Labour in behind them
on those terms. They were not willing to
actually fight for a constitutional principle
of democratic scrutiny of laws if that
would have involved them voting for a
Labour initiative.
The “democracy” that these Brexiteer
“democrats” want to promote evidently
does not involve careful public scrutiny
of the laws which are to govern us by our
elected representatives. Rather, it means
nothing more than the right to choose,
between two groups of ‘professional
politicians’, which of them should hold
office. Insofar as it is to mean plebiscitary
democracy, it is perfectly clear that it
involves the claimed right to procure a
plebiscitary outcome by fraud, by fooling
4% of the people for 2% of the time.

What do MPs do
for their pay?

There is a third argument for the “Henry
VIII clauses”, which is not in the
explanatory notes to the bill. This is
that a great deal of EU law was already
introduced by “Henry VIII clauses”
under the European Communities Act
1972 and following legislation.
In fact, in this context it is not unique.
The number of Acts increased between
1950 and 1970 but has since exhibited
a broad downward trend. 25 Acts of
Parliament were passed in 2016, 12
fewer than 2015. ...
The same (official) source reports that
Statutory Instruments (SIs) are a
form of secondary legislation which
can vary widely in scope. They are
usually issued by Ministers under the
powers granted by Acts of Parliament.
In 2016, 1,242 SIs were made by UK
authorities and 438 were made by the
Scottish Administration.7
The number of SIs is now so high that
lawyers probably can’t keep up; and
that they approach the character of an
Ottoman imperial firman or Roman
imperial constitution, which could be a
decision merely on an individual case.8
The other side of this coin is the
question why direct parliamentary
scrutiny is no longer taken to matter
- MPs could get rid of or radically
reduce the use of SIs if they chose,
but they don’t. Why they don’t is
surely connected with MPs’ attendance
at debates and votes. As a standard
parliamentary response to freedom of
information requests puts it,
There are no official lists showing
individual MPs’ attendance in parliament
or participation in divisions or other
parliamentary proceedings.
Members of Parliament are not obliged
by parliamentary rules to attend the
House at any time.9
Televising of parliament often shows
near-empty chambers.
This convention is, of course,
modern. 17th century parliaments did
from time to time recall MPs who had
disappeared, in order to make sure that
the business was done.10
What are MPs doing with their time,
given that they don’t have to attend

debates and votes and are only called
up for ‘important’ divisions? (Apart, that
is, from boozing, and sexually harassing
junior staff?)
As of June 2017 there were 118
ministers in Theresa May’s government,
of whom 95 (the legal maximum) in
the House of Commons.11 This is 30%
of 317 Tory MPs. It is to be presumed
that even the most junior ministers have
some departmental responsibilities for
their additional pay.
They and other MPs also have
an extensive responsibility for
representing individual constituents,
where these have complaints which
they bring to their MP which can’t
be dealt with otherwise. The point at
which this became a major part of MPs’
work is probably in the same period as
the replacement of the multi-member
constituencies which were normal in
the ‘unreformed’ system with singlemember constituencies, over the period
1832-1948.12 It is certainly helpful
to the state bureaucracy for MPs to
be tied up with this work, as a sort
of ‘bureaucracy external complaints
department’ and therefore have less
time to scrutinise policy and legislation
than their pre-reform predecessors.
Beyond these tasks, MPs keep
themselves busy campaigning for
re-election - staying in touch with the
constituency, seizing opportunities for
publicity, and so on - and manoeuvring
for advantage within their parties which
may get them higher up the greasy pole.
The point of all this information
about MPs’ work is that the tendency
towards bureaucratisation of the
legislative process is the other side of
the coin of the professionalisation of the
role of the elected representatives. As
Friedrich Engels commented in 1891:
Nowhere do “politicians” form a
more separate, powerful section of
the nation than in North America.
There, each of the two great parties
which alternately succeed each other
in power is itself in turn controlled
by people who make a business of
politics, who speculate on seats in the
legislative assemblies of the Union as
well as of the separate states, or who
make a living by carrying on agitation
for their party and on its victory are
rewarded with positions.
It is well known that the Americans
have been striving for 30 years to
shake off this yoke, which has become
intolerable, and that in spite of all
they can do they continue to sink ever
deeper in this swamp of corruption.
It is precisely in America that we
see best how there takes place this
process of the state power making
itself independent in relation to
society, whose mere instrument it was
originally intended to be.13
There is no way out of this dynamic
towards bureaucratic rule, fraud, and
lack of democratic scrutiny of the laws
(all in the name of ‘democracy’) which
does not overthrow the right to have a
political career. This paper has focussed
on this issue in relation to reselection of
Labour MPs; but the issue is in itself a
fundamental constitutional question.

Tailism

This point, in fact, is almost sufficient to
explain why Labour winds up tailending
Dominic Grieve. Labour MPs are
almost entirely socialized into the
routines of parliamentary careerism (aka,
“parliamentary cretinism”). What matters
is “who loses and who wins, who’s in,
who’s out”.14
What matters, therefore, seems to
Labour MPs - the left included - to be
seen to inflict a defeat on the government
- even if this token defeat depends on
following a Tory lead. The idea is that
this defeat, showing up Tory divisions,
will point towards the government
falling and towards Labour winning
power in a general election. The game
is an electoral game aimed at winning
governmental office, rather than a real
battle for political democracy.

The threat of walking away needed by government negotiators
Not quite the whole story. The
professional politicians are linked to
the käufliche presse (Kautsky), the
advertising-funded media as an instrument
of corruption. That Labour fails to
develop its own independent media is
part of the same dynamic: the MPs become
dependent on the corrupt media for their
own and their party’s electoral campaigns;
hence, the party cannot set its own agenda,
but responds to media agendas.
The resulting logic is ever towards
the ‘centre’ - as this ‘centre’ is defined,
in rightward moving terms, by the Tory
Party, which does have a real agenda
of class war in favour of its landlord,
banker and small-business backers,
carried on behind a variety of forms of
deception and political sleight of hand.
Thus, for example, the pretence of
“austerity” is accompanied by large-scale
Keynesian money-printing for the benefit
of banks, landlords and speculators, and
concealed drives towards privatisation of
the NHS through ‘reforms’and of education
through ‘academisation’ of schools, the
fees scam in universities, and so on. The
quickness of the hand deceives the Labour
and leftist anti-austerity eye. The latest
version is the pretence of ‘democracy’ in
Brexit - and in its Tory opponents. Hence
Labour as a tail on December 13 l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk
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Fighting fund

Last paper until
January 11
“T

imes are hard”, writes
regular fighting fund donor
RK. Which means that he is
unfortunately having to reduce
his monthly contributions to £10.
He does point out, correctly,
however, that “if your seemingly
3,000 or so weekly readers all
coughed up even £1 per edition, that
would amount to approximately
£12,000 per calendar month”. In
other words, if the burden was more
evenly spread, how much easier it
would be for all concerned!
And, of course, he does have
a point. Last week we had 2,974
online readers - that’s on top of all
those who read the print version.
While we don’t expect all of
them to act like supporters - some
of them are, after all, political
opponents, who read us only for
information - RK is right when he
points out that far more of them
could donate to our monthly fund.
At the moment a large part of the
burden is carried by too few - not

least the few dozen standing order
donors. Last week just nine of
them contributed a fantastic £830!
Thanks to SP, DG, KB, TR, MM,
TB, PM, SK - and, of course RK!
Added to which, comrades GF
(£20) and VO (£5) clicked on our
PayPal button.
Thanks to their efforts, no
less than £855 was added to our
December running total, taking it
up to £1,429. In other words, we
need another £321 to reach our
£1,750 target for December.
But this is the last Weekly Worker
of 2017, so I won’t be able to give
you the final figure until issue
1,185 appears on January 11. In the
meantime let’s hope all comrades
have a good break - here’s to a good
2018! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker
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IRAN

A courageous revolutionary
Yassamine Mather pays tribute to ‘comrade Azam’, daughter of the late Taher Ahmadzadeh

T

aher Ahmadzadeh, a veteran
member of Iran’s Jebheh Melli
(National Front - Mossadegh’s
political coalition) and the Freedom
Movement, who became briefly the
governor of Khorassan province after
the Iranian revolution of 1979, died
two weeks ago in Mashad, northern
Iran. Most of the Persian language
press inside and outside the country
published lengthy obituaries. He
had been imprisoned both during the
Pahlavi period and after the Islamic
Revolution and the obituaries dedicated paragraphs to his sons Massoud
and Majid, founders of the Sazman-e
Cherikha-ye Fadayee-ye Khalgh,
OIPFG, who were executed by the
Shah’s regime, and his youngest son,
Mojtaba, a sympathizer of another
communist organisation, who opposed
armed struggle, killed at the age of 25
by the Islamic Republic.
However almost all of these
obituaries failed to mention his
daughter Mastoureh Ahmadzadeh, who
is alive, who was a political prisoner
of the Shah’s regime and became a
leading figure of OIPFG, a member
of its central committee. The editors,
journalists and commentators who
remind us everyday how they have
become ‘feminists’, the very same
people who complain daily about the
lack of women ministers in Rouhani’s
government (as if that would make
any difference to a government led by
a reformist Shia cleric) wrote about
Taher Ahmadzadeh and his three sons
but not a word about his daughter. It is
almost as if she doesn’t exist.
This short piece, based on my
memories of Mastoureh (comrade
Azam) in Kurdistan and later in France,
is to balance that omission. She is alive
and well, and I know, being the ultra
modest, self sacrificing woman that
she is, she would not thank me for

writing this piece. In her belief one
should only write about the life of the
Fedayeen after their death. However
I am deliberately breaking that rule,
in response to a genuine anger felt by
many on the Iranian left for the blatant
omission of her name in articles written
about her father.
Mastoureh’s brother Massoud
Ahmadzadeh (March 2 1945 December 4 1972), a founding member
of the Fedayeen, was a political theorist
who with Amir Parviz Pouyan believed
the deathly silence of the left opposition
in Iran after the 1953 CIA coup could
and should be broken with a series
of armed operations paving the way
for the defeat of ‘capitalism and the
comprador bourgeoisie’.
Irrespective of how we judge
this political theory now,
the movement they started
changed the political
scene in Iran in the late
1960s and early 1970s.
Massoud, a mathematics
s t u d e n t i n Te h r a n
university, started a
rebellion not just
against the shah’s regime,
but also against the Tudeh
Party, the traditional
‘official communist’ party
in Iran, whose name had
become synonymous
with compromise and
betrayal. It goes
without saying that
the Soviet Union
did not support
the Iranian
revolutionary
movement
against the
Shah. This
o ff i c i a l p r o Soviet party was for
broad alliances and the

One hundred thousand
women demonstrate
against the imposition of
the veil
Nixon and the Shah. The
Shah was undoubtedly
pro-American, but was his
overthrow a victory for
socialism?

‘peaceful road to socialism’.
Of course, to take up arms against
the shah’s dictatorship was suicidal,
because it was inevitable that a large
number of those who did so would be
killed - and 13 out of the 19 of what was
called the original cell of the Fedayeen
died in the fighting and a number
of members and supporters were
executed later. However, the movement
survived. In his writings Massoud
Ahmadzadeh destroyed the illusion that
the ‘national bourgeoisie’ could have
a revolutionary or progressive role
in late 20th century Iran. Describing
the democratic socialist character of
the revolution, he wrote: “Struggle
against imperialist domination - ie,
world capitalism - has elements of the
struggle with capitalism and therefore
elements of the socialist revolution are
born in this struggle”.
The defeat of successive
military operations, the
execution and killing of
dozens (some say hundreds)
of the group’s members did
not dampen the enthusiasm
of the organisation’s
supporters, nor did it
reduce the number of
new recruits. The guerilla
operation at Siahkal1 not
only opened a new chapter
in the life of the radical left
in Iran, but also influenced
contemporary Iranian
poetry and literature
beyond the imagination
of those who launched it.
Mohamad Reza Shafie
Kadkani’s famous poem
‘Moj Khazar’ (written for
Siahkal) was memorised
by tens of thousands, the
event and the subsequent
moment made its mark even
in pop songs. And, in typical

Shia tradition, young Iranians found
Marxist martyrs to admire, as opposed
to Shia martyrs.
However this article is about
Massoud’s sister. Mastoureh was a
member of the central committee of a
political organisation which no longer
believed in military struggle as ‘a
tactic and strategy’, an organisation
that by February 1979 had mass
support. Its intervention on February
11 challenged the peaceful transition
to power envisaged by Khomeini when
OIPFG supporters in the Iranian air
force, helped by the group’s ability
to distribute arms expropriated from
military garrisons amongst ordinary
people, overwhelmed the Shah’s loyal
guards in street fights. In the words of
Khomeini’s first premier, Bazargan:
“We wanted rain, we got floods.” Its
meetings in the first few weeks after the
February uprising could easily gather
half a million members and supporters
in Tehran alone.
Even then, many amongst OIPFG’s
members did believe in arming
the working class with the kind of
organisation and politics necessary for
the overthrow of capitalism in Iran. In
the weeks before the Shah’s overthrow
the group had intensified its work
amongst oil workers in Tehran and
in the oil regions of the south. These
were very different times from Siahkal
and one of the leading figures of that
period was Mastoureh Ahmadzadeh,
recently released from prison. As far
as I know, she has only ever written
two short pieces about herself. Here is
one of them:
“From childhood, my father, [Taher
Ahmadzadeh] had been imprisoned
many times, and behind prison doors
I was a witness to arrest and torture.
I myself was arrested and jailed in
Mahshad for the first time for engaging
in a strike. The place was not foreign
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to me. After a while, in the new prison,
I lifted the mattress, and found the
imprint of Evin on it. I had heard of
Evin many times. The prison had been
established during Teimour Bahktiar’s
tenure; it was located in the village of
Evin; the locale had been turned into a
dreadful place of imprisonment. It was
one of the worst torture chambers of the
Savak2. But I had no fear. I had done
nothing wrong. Additionally, in those
days, being incarcerated on political
grounds was an honour. I always asked
myself why men were the only ones
who were kept in prison. In Mashad
prison, they released all of us and only
kept the men.”3
OIPFG named her their candidate
in the elections to the Council of
Experts (which replaced the promised
Constitutional Assembly) and
although no one expected a seat for
the left in what became a council full
of Shia clerics, the election gave the
organisation the opportunity to explain
its politics and organise large meetings
in major cities.
At the time of the Minority-Majority
split in the Fedayeen, the question
asked by many of the organisation’s
supporters was - where does Mastoureh
stand? This was partly because details
of the political differences were not
clear. Rumours, claims and counter
claims dominated. That was why many
supporters had to decide on the basis
of where particular comrades stood
vis-a-vis the split. As later became
clear, on the whole the opponents of the
Islamic Republic were in the Minority
faction of the central committee,
while the Majority were supporters of
the Imam’s (Khomeini’s) line. Soon
after the split it became clear that the
Majority was opposing the basic stance
taken by Massoud Ahmadzadeh and
Amir Parviz Pouyan in opposing not
just the ‘reformist/revisionist’ position
of Tudeh, but also the Soviet Union.
The founders of the Fedayeen had no
illusions in the ‘socialist camp’, yet the
only justification the Majority could
find for giving ‘critical support’ to the
Islamic Republic government was the
fact that - despite brutal repression,
waging war on Kurdistan and Turkman
Sahra and suppressing workers’ strikes
- the new Islamic regime had moved
Iran out of the influence of the United
States and closer to the ‘socialist camp’.
Of course, even this turned out to be
an illusion when, a few years later, the
regime unleashed its repression on its
former supporters, Tudeh and Fedayeen
Majority.
On this issue, and as far as the
domination of the Tudeh line in sections
of the Fedayeen was concerned, in my
recollection Mastoureh was considering
writing a critique of another Fedayeen
theorist, Jazani, whose theory of united
front against the Shah’s dictatorship
could have paved the way for the
development of a reformist tendency.
Historians might see this as a valid
argument.
In any case, at the time of the
Majority-Minority split, her opinions
on Tudeh and the Islamic regime
were already known. So deciding
what faction you support on the
basis of Mastoureh’s stance was not
as silly as it might appear now. In
terms of supporters and members,
the Minority managed to become the
larger of the two groups as students
and workers opposed the soft positions
taken by the central committee of the
organisation vis-a-vis the increasingly
repressive Islamic Republic. For many
it was the Majority’s increasingly
pro-government positions and the
repetition of slogans we had heard so
many times before from Tudeh: “Iran’s
revolution is a defeat for the imperialist
camp and therefore a victory for the
socialist camp.” Those of us who had
seen in the writings of Amir Parviz
Pouyan and Massoud Ahmadzadeh the
birth of a completely new revolutionary
movement couldn’t believe what we
were reading.
The first time I met Mastoureh

Ahmadzadeh was on the first morning
I woke up in Baghcheh base of
the Fedayeen Minority in Iranian
Kurdistan. She had spent most of the
night at yet another lengthy central
committee meeting. That was the norm,
and central committee meetings got
longer as time went on, sometimes
lasting more than 20 hours with short
breaks.
Comrade Azam, as she was called
in Kurdistan, looked very tired but
enthusiastic. Early in the morning she
was ready for a stint as a doctor/GP in
a house in the village called ‘the clinic’.
I was to follow her. She then did her
house calls, seeing patients, giving out
medications before returning to the base
to write her articles. At the time she was
editor of the organisation’s paper Kar.
This was followed by more political
meetings.
What distinguished her from other
members of the central committee
was her humility. Unlike the men,
who were obviously too busy or too
important to take their turn as labourer
for kitchen and cleaning duties, she
seemed to be taking such duties more
than most ordinary residents of the
camp, covering for those who were
not well, those who had been injured
in fighting ... and she worked harder
than everyone else in the team in terms
of volunteering for the more difficult
tasks. Cooking food in large pots
over a wood fire or washing dozens
of dishes in the river, where the water
was already cold in September, were
not easy tasks. She also acted as the
hairdresser - we lived close to stables
and hygiene demanded short hair.
On my second day in the camp she
informed me that she would cut my
hair short, and she did a very good job.
A woman of no airs and graces, she
wore the worst pishmarga uniform of all
those present. We all wore pishmarga
trousers and tops, but hers seemed to
be made of poor quality material, and
often her top was a different colour to
her trousers. A real contrast to another
central committee member who seemed
to wear an impeccably tailored white
pishmarga uniform every day. Later
in my stay in Kurdistan I realised
‘leaders’ such as Jalal Talebani, who
I met months later, took great care of
their pishmarga uniforms even in the
midst of fighting. The uniform was a
sign of ‘importance’.
In the Baghcheh base, women
pishmargas all slept in a room in the
school that was acting as our main
headquarters. Mastoureh always had
the worst place for sleeping. Arriving
later than anyone else, she almost
invariably slept near the door in a
sleeping bag and was up before the rest
of us. She was proud of her clinic and
took great pleasure showing me around
the place. Her pet hate was the fact that
some pishmargas had used the alcohol
she kept for medical purposes to make
spirits - the first and only time I heard
a hint of anger in her voice.
A few weeks after my arrival she
told me I could go with her to a couple
of neighbouring villages while she
visited some patients. We went in a
Jeep and as we approached one of
our destinations I could see there
was a queue outside a building. By
that stage I was not naive enough to
think supporters of our political line
had gathered there, but as we got off
the Jeep it became clear they were all
waiting for Mastoureh. Word of mouth
had informed patients in a number of
neighbouring villages that the female
doctor was running a clinic and they
had come from a far. What impressed
me most was her humanity in dealing
with her patients. This very busy
political leader, editor of a paper, had
time for every one of the patients young
and old. She comforted the relatives
and gave medical advice. And it was all
so different from the attitude of other
members of the organisation, many of
whom were in our base preparing for
a plenum.
A French reporter arrived one day,

keen to interview her. I did some
translation, although her English was
very good. The interviewer wanted to
know how she felt as a woman in the
leadership of a left wing group. She
replied she hadn’t felt discrimination in
her family or in the organisation, where
“comrades were judged according to
their abilities and their efforts” and then
she concentrated on talking about her
politics. I don’t know if she has changed
her mind since then, but in her case it
was true that she had moved up in the
ranks purely on merit. Mastoureh’s
record is unique. A political prisoner
of the shah’s era, many women
political prisoners of different political
persuasions remember her as someone
who never showed weakness and, of
course, as a prisoner who was useful
because of her medical training. A
competent organiser during the year
of semi open activity in Tehran after
February 1979, an excellent public
speaker and a compassionate Marxist.
I am sure the fact that she was the sister
of the organisation’s founding member
was not forgotten by most, but none of
this should take away her own qualities
and competence.
As a woman who could hide under
hejab and chador (a long veil covering
the entire body) she was the only
member of the central committee
who regularly went from Kurdistan
to Tehran. During my short few
months in Baghcheh, before I moved
to another base, she undertook the
journey to Tehran twice. This was
no ordinary journey. Every military
checkpoint on the 550 kilometres
route, every security post had large
photos of her amongst the most wanted
opponents of the Islamic Republic. Yet
she could cross those posts wearing
contact lenses as opposed to her
bespectacled ‘wanted’ photo, and
wearing Islamic clothes. Under her
clothes she was carrying articles
leaflets, organisational instructions
for cells in Tehran and elsewhere all
taped to her body.
The morning of her travels to
Tehran you could feel the fear amongst
everyone who was staying and of
course whoever was travelling with
her. What if she got arrested? What
if a revolutionary guard recognised
her? The only one who seemed at
ease, composed and totally fearless
was Mastoureh herself. She smiled,
joked, and tried to convince others
that there would be no problem. The
return journey from Tehran was just
as dangerous; she was bringing reports
from the cells and committees in Tehran
and other cities, issues of regional
papers, penicillin and pain killers.
In retrospect, a few months later,
we came to realise these were the
good times. That winter, the base in
Baghcheh hosted the much delayed
plenum, while mourning the terrible
death of 12 Fedayeen fighters caught
in a trap set by Islamic Revolutionary
Guards. By that time I was in another
base but I could imagine how it must
have affected every one in Baghcheh.
This was the start of the worst period
in the history of the Fedayeen in
Iranian and later Iraqi Kurdistan.
Spiralling internal conflict in the
absence of open discussion led to one
disaster after another and, of course,
as a member of the central committee
Mastoureh Ahmadzadeh does accept
responsibility for many of the political
and organisational mistakes of that
period. However historians looking at
that particular period, where left-wing
Iranian opposition groups were caught
in a war zone between Iran’s Islamic
Republic and Iraq’s Saddam Hussein,
will probably take a more sympathetic
view of her actions.
The next time I saw Mastoureh was
in Paris when the second congress
of OIPFG, delayed for many years
because of logistic but also political
reasons, was being organised. The
three surviving members of the central
committee had fallen out with each
other. If you saw them in a room

together, as I did during my visits, you
could tell that the political and personal
animosity was so severe that nothing
could save the group from splits.
Yet as the two male members of the
central committee were busy leaking
information to allies and cells under
their responsibility, gossiping and
spreading false rumours about their
opponents, she did not utter a word
against fellow central committee
members, she did not divulge any
organisational secret until the day she
resigned. For those of us who could
see her pain and wanted to help it was
impossible to get her to break her own
rigid rules when it came to democratic
centralism, she did not waver from her
principles one millimetre.
Gossiping, making false accusations
against political opponents is not her
style. For her, democratic centralism
wasn’t some superficial idea you talked
about in order to impress lower ranks.
At the worst period of her political life,
as she saw the organisation that meant
so much to her being destroyed, she
remained calm and in control of her
emotions, she did not betray her own
standards.
But all through this time the men
of the central committee were busy
telling everyone that as an emotional
woman she wasn’t thinking straight
and that is why she wasn’t choosing
their faction against the other one.
The reality was she no longer trusted
either of them. Despite her unassuming
and modest attitude, even after her
resignation from the central committee
and the organisation - just before a split
that saw the complete demise of the
organisation - she had by far the largest
number of supporters from what was
left of the Fedayeen inside and outside
the country.
After all she had endured, the last
straw must have been facing threats
to her life a few years later by those
she had considered fellow comrades.
But even then when I met her in Paris,
at a time when many of us worried
about her safety and her life, she
remained unaffected by all the fuss,
concentrating on her own work. I was
reminded of the woman who used to
travel from Kurdistan to Tehran, when
revolutionary guards, the police and the
army were looking for her, with no fear
for her own safety. In my view a women
who in very difficult circumstances
has shown unprecedented bravery
and relentless adherence to political
principles.
Of course none of this matters to
mainstream Iranian feminists (male or
female) who concentrate on the career
prospects of professional women.
These days the dominant feminist
discourse is used by neo-liberal
capital to justify the exploitation of the
working class in a globalised economy.
What matters are measures that allow
middle class and upper class women
progress in the political, economic
and social spheres, yet the effect of
such measures on the day-to-day
life of working class women is more
problematic, often negative.
In the era of individualistic,
neoliberal feminism, why should
anyone bother about women such as
Mastoureh Ahmadzadeh - she isn’t
the CEO of a company, she is not a
minister, she is not the daughter of a
famous ayatollah. Her extraordinary
life is not even worth recognition of
her existence in obituaries of her father.
Yet for some of us, she remains the very
embodiment of what was revolutionary,
courageous and principled in the old
OIPFG l
yassamine.mather@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. At Siahkal on the Caspian Sea, February 8 1971,
Fedayeen guerrillas attacked a gendarmerie post,
killing three policemen and freeing two arrested
guerrillas. Thirteen men were convicted and
executed for the incident, including two who were
in prison at the time.
2. Savak - the shah’s brutal secret police force.
3. http://www.payvand.com/news/06/oct/1239.
html.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It
is the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
The Weekly Worker is licensed by
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Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
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creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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Murdoch
wants to
retain political
influence

A farewell to empire
The Fox-Disney merger marks a strategic retreat for Rupert Murdoch, argues William Kane

I

t is in the nature of big corporate
mergers that they are rarely much
of a surprise: by the time these vast
clunking aircraft carriers have turned
far enough to face each other, speculation has been going strong for months,
hungry Carl Icahn types have been
agitating for years, and the whole thing
is - but for the lackadaisical attentions
of regulators and the flood of billable
hours for lawyers and accountants basically a done deal.
Not so with Disney’s acquisition of
21st Century Fox, however. It seemed
to come out of nowhere - trailed for the
first time in the American press only
last month - and is eyebrow raising in
many respects. The $66 billion price
tag is certainly an interesting item,
but given the amount of assets on the
table, it is hardly surprising. Murdoch’s
extensive film interests, his 40% stake
in BSkyB, his youngest son … all are to
be signed over to Mickey and friends.
For those of us in Britain, it is as
much a matter of cognitive dissonance
as anything else. For we are not used to
the sight of Rupert Murdoch retreating.
Yet a retreat is what this certainly is,
despite his unconvincing attempt to call
it, as in the Silicon Valley start-up argot,
a ‘pivot’. If this deal goes through - and
there are still regulatory issues to deal
with - the Murdoch organisation will
continue to exist, focused once more on
its ‘bread and butter’, the print media.
But it will be hard any more to call it
an empire.

End of something

This deal is historic, then, make no
mistake - for it brings to an end an era
in which the media of several countries
has been dominated by a single dynasty.
Exactly what the lasting significance
will turn out to be, of course, remains
unknown, although we will pick out a
few matters of interest later.
That Murdoch should cling on,
regardless, to his print interests (there
is even talk of his setting up a trust for
them, after the fashion of the Scott
Trust that operates the Guardian) is
hardly surprising. He has ink in his
blood - the son of a minor Australian
newspaper proprietor, he rapidly
eclipsed his father’s achievements in
his homeland, but it was in Britain
where he truly made his reputation.
He took control of the News of the
World, turning what was already a
scandal sheet into a sensation by
serialising Christine Keeler’s diaries.
A financially-floundering paper of the
Labour movement, the Sun, was his
next major acquisition. In 1979, for
the first time, it supported the Tories
in a general election. By the early
1980s, he bagged his great prize, the
Times, over the objections both of the
left - who feared the growing power of
a bilious enemy - and the traditional
elite, who were increasingly losing
their hegemonic position within the
ruling class to ingenues like Murdoch.
The stage was set for a great setpiece battle with the powerful unions
of the newspaper industry; Murdoch
picked his moment, built a state-ofthe-art press in Wapping, and crushed
the printers unions after the move; the

Ink in his blood: will he keep the Sun shining for ever?
NUJ soon found itself unwelcome too,
and since then a toytown company
union has gone through a pantomime
of collective bargaining in their place.
There were many motive forces behind
Thatcherism, but Murdoch provided
the Iron Lady’s strongest ideological
tailwind.
He had already, at this time, taken
his biggest gamble - moving into
satellite television. In America,
paid-TV had found its first home on
cable, but satellite operations existed
by the point in the early 80s that
Murdoch got involved. Cable was
heavily regulated in Britain, although
Thatcher was to change that, so satellite
got the jump on it; but sending things
into space was devilishly expensive,
and Murdoch’s little flutter was very
nearly disastrous. The day was saved
by the premier league, which sold him
the TV rights shortly after separating
from the football league - now there
was something Sky had that nobody
else could get. In this period, also, he
made his move into the US along a
similar pattern - first picking up papers,
then moving into film and television.
In the 1990s, his power reached its
zenith. In America, Bill Clinton was
tormented and even impeached almost,
it seemed, on the say so of Fox News,
which loomed even larger in the Bush

years; Tony Blair famously struck a
deal with him for support in 1997,
something like Napoleon’s concordat
with the Pope in reverse. He began
moving into Asia. It was only in the
second half of the 2000s that warning
signs started to appear.
The most spectacular, from the
British point of view, was the phonehacking scandal, which we will not
revisit in any depth here; suffice to say
that it made, for a period of a year or
two, his relationships with politicians
and the police unavoidably toxic,
though of course the left and liberals
had complained about it before. That
was long enough to rob him of outright
ownership of Sky, which he had long
coveted. But there was other evidence
of backsliding. Murdoch’s acquisition
of Myspace - at the time the leading
social network, but today a footnote
in the history of Facebook - was
disastrous. It seems like another gamble
after the fashion of Sky, and might have
paid off like it; but it turned out that
Mark Zuckerberg and his confreres had
a better idea of the changes necessary
to make social media into the vast
phenomenon it is today.
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Uncertain future

We do not want to write premature
obituaries. Certainly we find interesting

the properties he has kept hold of. There
is no talk of his offloading the prestigious
print titles he owns; he has also kept hold
of Fox News (according to the rumour
mill, in part to reassure Donald Trump,
who fears it falling into enemy hands).
Murdoch is not stupid; he knows that
these are the instruments which give
him the most political leverage. It
seems - in his wealthy dotage - it is this
he values, for while the Sun still turns
a modest profit, his print portfolio has
long been effectively subsidised by his
other interests.
It is also a rather bearish statement
on the prospects for the wider
entertainment industry. Contrariwise,
it is worth looking at this deal from
Disney’s end of the telescope: they get a
film studio (in the sense of a production
company; the physical studio remains
with Murdoch), a huge back catalogue,
all told a fat slice of the movie business
to add to their already generous share.
They get a bevy of TV channels, and
a substantial share in online streaming
platform Hulu. They get a large stake in
Sky, and the news is that Fox’s pursuit
of outright ownership will not end
under new ownership.
This is, in fact, an interesting
episode in a whole other historic
reversal. In the initial bloom of the
film industry’s youth, the industry

was highly vertically integrated - a
Hollywood studio would produce a
film in house, and then distribute it to
their own chain of cinemas. This was
a cosy arrangement - too cosy by half
for the New Deal era, and after more
than a decade of litigation, the landmark
United States v Paramount division
effectively forced the major studios
to let go of their theatres in 1948. It
was a serious blow to the industry,
and it has never quite recovered that
imperial pomp.
Back to the present. There have
been countless supposedly mortal
threats to the traditional entertainment
industries. 2017 was a particularly
torrid year for Hollywood, with a
stream of underperforming features in
the summer raising the unconscionable
prospect that the relentless exploitation
of superhero franchises might be
wearing a little thin, and then the
nightmare of the Harvey Weinstein rape
scandal. Meanwhile, new competitors
in the form of Netflix and Amazon
Video are looking frighteningly mature
at this point.
They also look pretty familiar to
students of cinema history. In Netflix,
we have a company that creates its
own content, and then distributes it
directly to the movie theatre it has
installed on your device of choice
(most new televisions will have it
preinstalled, waiting for you to log in).
The same is true of Amazon Video.
Now look again at that bill of sale:
film studio, distribution platform
(Sky), streaming service (Hulu). The
political environment, meanwhile, is
rather different than 1948: antitrust
laws still technically exist but are barely
enforced, and the end of net neutrality
in the US (won by quite spectacular
levels of fraud) is an oligopolist’s
dream. A modern streaming platform
with every Disney and Fox film ever now that would be something to behold,
a much-needed but barely-deserved
shot in the arm for a complacent media
behemoth. Will it beat Netflix, no small
operation these days? Who knows?
We might recycle the tagline for a
Fox non-classic, Alien vs Predator:
“whoever wins, we all lose”.
The serious lesson is for the people
most likely to miss the economic
architectonics under the technical
pizzazz and the sight of a great foe
vanquished. It takes a lot more than
a supreme court decision, or even
something as grand as the internet,
to stem capitalism’s monopolistic
tendencies l
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